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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

'l'he Massachusetts Economic Policy Analysis (MEPA) Hodel is an instrument

for testing alternative state economic policy proposals and for making economic

forecasts. It has been developed with public funds and is the successor to the

¥assachusetts Econometric Modell that has been used for state forecasting and

policy simulation since June 1975. The MEPA model is a computerized representa-

tieD of the major relationships in the Massachusetts economy. The most likely

future for the Massachusetts economy is set forth in n control forecast made with

the model. This control forecast sel~es as a standard of comparison against

which forecasts that are based on alternative state policies can be evaluated.

'l'he state policy variables in the model are divided into five major categories:

(1) Direct consumer tax rates, (2) Personal tax rates and exemptions, (3) Government

spending decisions, (4) Business taxes and credits and (5) Fuel cost variables.
2

In addition to testing policies by direct manipulation of the policy instruments

in the model, other policy alternatives can be tested if the direct effects of the

alternative policies on the economic variables in the model can be calculated.

The MEPA model is unique among current state models. It includes the rela-

tionships that make up regional input-output models at the same time it allows

lAnn F. Friedlaender, George Treyz and Richard Tresch, "An Overview of a
Quarterly Econometric Model of Massachusetts and Its Fiscal Structure", "Th"",e...::.Nii;ewE
England Journal of Business Economics, Vol. 3, No.1, Fall 1976, pp. 57-73. The
forecast record for this model is given in Chapter 5.

2
See Chapter 2, Section VII for a list of the variables in each catep,ory.
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for suhstitution amon.r; factors of production based on relative faclor cost!;. It

also explains the location of regional export production on the basis of relative

regional ('osts. As a by-product of the Model structure, it is possible to ca]"ulalc

the total cost of production in Massachusetts relative tothe total cost in the

V.S. for e<'lch sector of the economy, and it is possible to identify the number of

jobs in each sector that depend directly on ex~orts fro~ ~~ssachusetts.

1
Since articles f'xplaining thp }f£PA model structure arc only no..... being pre-

pared for professional economic journals, it is too early to Tf..'port on the

reception of the model by other economists. However, even ..:It thls carly st.1gE.' it

is possihle to report that tl.e HEPA model apparently r-epresents a synthesis of

the major techniques used to date by others for- lep.;innal analysis as "'ell as

breaking new ~round in the estimation of regional export-dependent employment and

relative regional costs. Thus. the HEPA model represents more than .:J series of

regression equations. It represents an integrated economic model that is based

on causal relationshipo that are derived mathematically from basic a~sumptions

and from dat~ from many sources.

A non-technical explanation of the model is given in the fir~t five paj..;es

of Chapter 2. A reaner who is jwt interested in the technical description of the

model given in the remainder of that chapter shoulrl then skip to Chapter- 3 which

introduces a control forecast. In Chapter 4 some of the tables are given for the

control forecast. The forecasting record for the June 1975 Econometric Nodel is

presented in Chapter 5. A sample of the kinn of policy simulations that can be

done with the tfEPA model is set forth in Chapter 6. The supplements listed in the

table of contents will be prepared as soon as til'le (and in some cases financial

support) pcrmitR.

1
Treyz. CeorRe 1., Ann F. Fdedlaender nod nenjal'lin ll. Stevens "The Emp]oym~nt

Sector of a Regional roJit:y Simulation Hodel," The Review of Economics and
Statistics, forthcoming.
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CllAP'IER 2

THE MASSACHUSETTS ECONOMIC POLICY ANPLYSIS MODEL

The Massachusetts Economic Policy Analysis (MEPA) Model has the folloving

important features:

(1) The structure of the model is derived from, and 1s consistent with,

1an explicit list of assumptions.

(2) The labor intensity of Massachusetts production. relative to U.S.

production I is calculated quarterly or.: the basis of long-term rela-

tive factor costs. This ~ean8 that a bridge between quantities of

output and employment is established. Thus. policy simulations

will include the effect of tax policy changes on the labor intensity

2
of production.

(3) Emplo,yment that depends on local use Is esti~ated for each of 25

sectors. 3

-
•

(. ) The amount of Massachusetts employment in each sector that depends

on exports frail r·1assachusetts and on import substitution after the

base period is forecast quarterly. This emplqyment depends on U.S .

• l..ntese are set forth in section I I 2(a) on rage 21 below .

2Counting all of the cost factors and all of the lagged values, over 2,500
values enter into the labor iDten~ity calculation for each sector.

,
~ese predictions use 25 regional purchase coefficients based on transporta

tion and other data in the base period. They also use values that are updated
quarterly for 396 input-output coefficients, 319 long term factor substitution
~ar~eters and 25 labor intensities.
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demand for output from that sector and on changes in r~ssachusetts

long-term business costs (including tax costs, wage costs, fuel

costs. nod intermediate input costs) relative to national business

I,
costs.

(5) State government policy instruments are explicitly included in the

model and policy simulations can be run by simply changing the value

of anyone of these instruments. S

The combination of the above features in a single model constitutes a new

model form. It is especially suitable for policy simulations and for gauging the

regional impacts of interregional changes in the cost of inputs such as energy.

Since the MEPA model integrates. into a general comprehensive modehtechniques

that have been previously used in isolation in the analysis of regional. behavior.

particular examples of previous work would be found to be special cases of the

MEPA model. if certain simplifying changes were made. Thus. the work done by Isard

~. ~. (6) (8). Stev~ns et. !l. (10) (11) and others. is duplicated in the MEPA

I

(

[

[

[

[

r

They are listed

model for the special case in which all relative regional tax. labor, fuel and

other costs are held constant. The MEPA mod~l 1n tbis special case would capture

the secondary Intraregional cmplqyment impacts of both nation and region. serving

economic activity in the same way that a regional input-output model would. The

MEPA model also craws on the above work in its use of a regional purchase coeffi-

cient which is a measure of the proportion of local use that is locally supplied.

H~·ever. the ~ll?PA model utilizes A refinement of this coefficient not included 1n

4
Over ~O cost factors are combiLed for each quarter over the last five years

to calculate this measure.

5There are 36 explicit levers of state policy in the model.
in Section VII on page 75.

only r
[
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the above work. Another special case of the MEPA model would be demonstrated if

some of the parameters ""ere !:et in such a way that thE' effect of changes in local

delnand on Massachusetts output were left out of the model. This would be accom-

plished by setting the regional purchase coefficients equal to zero. The June

175 Massachusetts econometric specification (2) of most of the manufacturing

emplqyment equaticns would be included as a simplified version of this special

case. The MEPA model also includes some elements of cOD~arative cost analysis

as developed by Isard (7) fOT the prediction of industrial location nnd location

shifts, as well as the work of Borts end Stein (1) on regional factor shares in

an open econo~.

A simplified view of the structure of the MEPA model is given in Diagram 1

on the ne>.."t page. Each of the major parts shown in Diagram I is assigned a roman

numeral. A brief introductory explanation is given below. 'l'he discussion in

the remainder of this chapter vill describe each pal~ of the model in detail.

In the MEPA model the Massachusetts econ~ i~ divided into 25 different

sectors. In each of these sectors output is divided into tvo categories: that

dependent directly OIl exports from Massa.chusetts. and that dependent on demand

from within Massachusetts for intermediate inputs and for :final use. The quantity

of exports from Massachusetts for each sector depends on the national demand for

that output (as forecast by DRI6 ) and on the long-run Hassachusetts busir.ess

costs reJative to those of the rest of the United States. These costs include

labor costs. tax costs. fuel costs and the costa of intermediate goods. The

Iocd deme.nd for the output of an)" one of the sectors depends 1) on the local

demand from each sector that uses local interreediate inputs from that sector, and

6
Data Resources Incol~orated: A private vendor of computer services and

national economic forecasts.
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2) on local final demand. In order to determine the 8ltount of employment det:land

that is generated for each ~ector. we combine the output forecast for that sector

W"ith a. forecast of the labor intensity of production in Massachusetts. This labor

intensity forecast depends on the long-term cost of labor in Massnchusetts

relative to our costs for the other factors of production.

The size of the I-Iassachusetts population and of the Massachusetts labor force

is based on Massachusetts e~plcyment conditions relative to those elsewhere and

on demographic factors. The number of unecployed 1s found by subtracting the

number employed from the labor force.

Our forecast of th~ price level in Massachusetts (as measured by the Boston

consumer price index) depends on the U.S. conSUffier price index (as forecast by DRI)

and on all of the relevant costs in Y.assachusetts relative to the U.S. Thus, the

effects of all cost factors in Massachusetts--including the direct effects of the

13 Massachusetts consumer taxes and the indirect effects of all other ~assachusetts

taxes--are reflected with their appropriate weights in the price index forecast.

The vage rates for each sector of the Massachusetts econ~ depend on the past

wage level for each sector and on the movement of a fixed-weight wage index that

we have constructed for Massachusetts. The MEPA model equation forecasts changes

in this index by using the DRI forecast for a similar index for the U.S., and by

explaining movements in the Massachusetts index relative to the U.S. index. The

Massachusetts ....age changes relative to the U.S. have been positively related to

relative labor carket tightness. The Massachusetts relative wage is negatively

I

I

related to changes in the amo~t of constant dollar disposable income per dollar

of pre-tax nominal incane. 'I'hi s indicates that labor supply in the state is reduced

when our consumer taxf'£ or personal illccme taxes go up faster than they increase

else....here.
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Employment and wages are combined wIth forecasts of property. transfer. and

other income to determine ~assachuaetts personal income. Hassachusetts real

disposable income is found by subtracting the relevant taxes from personal income

and then deflating with the Boston cons~er price index.

Investment demand Is determined by an equation based on the same profit

maximizing business behavior assumption and production function that are used in

deriVing the specification of our emplqyment equations. In essence, our investment

regression equatio~s show that ~assachusettB investment follows U.S. investment in

the current period, but that our investment will be modified by the tendency to

bring the actual capital stock in line with the optimal capital stock (which is

determined by factor costs and the amount of production in P.assachusetts). We

predict local property tax revenues on the basis of total local spending minus

state aid. Local spending depends on income and the propertion of the population

in primary and secondary schools.

In the MFPA model. total state spending minus welfare expenditure is treated

as an exogenous variable so that it can serve as one of the policy instruments.

State taxes for 16 revenue categories are predicted by first predicting the tax

base ond then multiplying by the tax rate.

Of course all of the values in the model have to be determined simUltaneously

because most of the variables are interdependent. For example. if the state were

to increase a state income tax rate snd simultaneously increase state spending. we

would think first of the direct effects. These effects would include: (1) less

disposable income for people paying the tax and thus less consumer spending. (2) less

disposable income per dollar of wages and thus a reduction in labor supply as

workers move elsewhere, (3) increases in state and private employment to provide

[

[

(

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

I
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additional goods and services to the state. However, in addition to these impacts,

there 'Would be second-round effects which would include, (1) reduced production in

the state in the long run due to increased business costs resulting froru the

higher 'Wage costs, (2) decreased employment due to the substitution of capital

f'or labor when labor costs increase. (3) increased demand for capital and thus

increased investment demand as capital is substituted for labor and, (~) increased

activity in the construction industry in response to the higher investment. In

short. the ramifications of any policy change go well beyond the immediate and

direct effects. Thus a simultaneous solution of the entire model is required to

take into account all the direct and indirect effects of a policy change.

I. The Jo..mployment Sector

The emplqyment equation for the typical sector depends on about 15

simultaneously determined variables and up to 52 lageed values for about 50 other

variables. In order to rrovide a general orientation we first describe the i th

employment equation in section 1 and then show how it can be derived in section 2.

In section 3 we present the estimatec parameters for the employment equations.

1. The Employment Equation

(a) The equation

thThe equation for the i employment sector has the folleving form:

where

n
L

J=l
J~i

m

e',J,tEJ,t + r d. J tDJ t
.... j=p.+1 1

".

t = ti~e period.

E. t = th~ number of regional employees in the i th industry.
1,
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= the number of regional emplqyees required in the i
th

th
sector for each regional employee in the j sector.

n = the number of employment sectors.

d = the number of regional employees reouired in the i
th

i.J.t ~

sector for each regional unit of final de~and in the

jth final demand sector.

m = the number of employment sectors plus the number of final

demand sectors.

thD = the regional final demand in the j final demand sector.
J,t

E~ •t = the number of regional. eDi.ployees in the i th employment

sector whose employcent depends directly on regional

exports.

In the form shown in equation (1) the link between our employment equation

specification and regional input-output models is apparent. However, in the

determination of the e' s. d'S and EX,s we add to the input-output approach in

such a way that the other element~ mentioned in the intrOduction nre brought into

the analysis. The determine,tions of the e's and d's include input-output relation-

ships, regional labor and other factor input intensitiev relative to the nation,

national employment data that reflects technological and other changes, and a

meesure that shows the proportioD of regional use that is supplied fr~ vithin the

[

[

(

[

l
[

[

[

[

[

[

reflects relative regional costs, regional labor intensity relative to the nation,

region. The specification of the term explaining export-dependent Xemployment (E
i

)
[

current technology and national cemand.

detail.

X
".fe r.ov consider the e I 5, d's and E 's in [

(
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(b) Regional emplqyment dependent on regional users of intermediate
inputs (els)

E
u,t It b

E . i,J' Pi
u.j It

where

e = see equation 1 above.
l.J ,t

Ki,J = the proportion of the i
th sector's output that is

delivered to the jth sector 88 shown in the most

recent national input-output table.

= the regional labor intensity relative to the

th
national labor intensity for the i sector.

E = national employment in the i
th

industry. In
u,i.t

general the sUbscript u will denote a national

concept which corresponds to a previously defined

regional concept.

bt,J == a.13 year moving averap::e ratio of the national to the regional

cost of the i
th commodity multiplied by the relative

thregional wage in the j industry.

th
Pi = the proportion of the regional use of the i commodity

that is supplied fram within the region. This is called

the Regional Purchase Coefficient.

Since relative labor intensity (li,t) is impossible to observe directly, due to

the absente of the necessary regional data, the 1. t values must be estimated. ~his
1,

can be acccmplished with available data if ve assume that firms maximize profits and

[

I
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that a Cobb-Douglas Constant Feturns Production Function can be used to represent

the production process. Under these assumptions ye vi!1 show in section 2 below

that

, )' ( ,C k.i F 0,1 y 1,1

(~~.i.t-h\ .( ~.i.t-h . ~'i.t-h)
" i.t-h -) i,t-h i.t-h

where

(

y )'2.iu,2,t-h

Y2.t-h
........ (Y~.n.t-h)'n'J

n.t-h

[

[

[

[

[

W. t h
~W=1~.~-~-- = the hourly cost of labor (including unemployment
u,i.t-h

insurance taxes) in the region relative to the

nation.

Cu,i,t_h =

Ci,t_h

F
u.i,t-h =
Fi • t _h

the rental cost of c~pltal in the nation relative

to the region (shown starting in the middle of

page 13).

the cost of fuel ir. the nation relative to the

region.

Yu,J .t th= the cost of the j input in the nation relative to
YJ .t

the region (where regional purchases include a certain

proportion of regionally produced output ).
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, , 'j,i = the share of total factor costs of capital.k,l; 0.1;

fUel and other i~put costs (j=1,2, •••• n),

respective~.

v = the average life of equipment.

Thus. 1n response to an increase in labor costs In a region relative to the

nation, the regional labor intensity viII decrease until a new equilibrium is

reached after all the equipment designed for the old relative factor costs has

been replaced. The opposite response occurs when a region experiences an increase

in capital costa relative to the nation.

In section 2 we ahO\( that the relative regional rental cost of capital is:

•

where

( )
~C str,1

str,t

Cu.str.t

(4 )

th= the relative regional cost of capital for the i

J
industry •

eq. iov. str = equipment, inventories and structures, respec-

tively .

and

~j .
"

th= the share of the ~ kind of capital in total capital

fOT the i th sector.

•

1
6 )

eq
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(R
t

+ 0 )
+ eg

«-T -T +T ·T ). Z
f.t sat f.t S( t

(l-T ) 1-T )
r,t s.t

[

+ Teq,t

-5(H
t

+O )
[(. .~ -

-(170 )(R +0 )
e eq teq) [

[

"'here

y
eo.,t [

[
c = the rental cost of equipment.
eq.t

Rt = the interest rate.

6eq = the rate of economic depreciation for equipment.

E = the proportion of business capital financed by loans
t

and bonds.

T = the federal corporate profits tax rate.r, t

T = the regional corporate profits tax rate.
6,t

Zt = the present value of tax depreciation Bllo~ar.ces.

At = 0 when the r~ng ~endment is in effect, and 1 otherwise.

The (Eenalor) Long amendment allOYS corporations to

depreciate the full cost of equip~ent even when it vas

rurchased using the invest~ent tax credit.
,

If t = the value of the federal inves~ent tax credit .
•

T = the regional tax rate on equip~ent.eq.t

e = the base of natural logarithms.

[

[

[

[

[

[

(

[

I
I



Ht = 1 when a five year exemption from the ~quipment tax is

available, and 0 otherwise.

I' = the value of the regional tax credit in the tth ~eriod.
s,t

Y t = the cost of purchasing a unit pf ~quipment in the region.
eq,

The form of the capital costs for structures and for inventories is similar

to the capital cost for equipment, with the appropriate substitutions and

deletions. The derivation of the cost of capital will be discussed in Section 2

below.

We will now consider the next component of equation 2. The (E . tiE j t)
U,:L, U"

expression is a scaling term. and if

Eu.i,t + E u,J,t = .5, and Ki,J = .1 then the value of e "ould be (.05). j t •" ,
(lx.lx .5)

thIn this case, for each 20 regional employees in the J sector,

one (.05 x 20) regional employee would be required in the i th sector to supply

ththe inputs for the J sector. This term has the effect of updating the e's

and d's by distributing any technological or other cbanges that affect the Ki,J

across these coefficients. Thus, if a new method of producing i is discovered,

such that the labor input per unit of output is cut by twenty percent and all

of the quantities of output remain the same, then the value of .5 for

E . t ~ E j t above would be reduced by twenty percent to .4. In this case
U,:L U, ,

one regional ereployee (.04 x 25) in the ith sector would be required for each

25 regional employees in the jth sector, rather than one for each 20.

The next term we will consider is the bi,J term. This term is necessary

to compensate for changes in relative regional production input proportions

that occur in response to relative regional factor costs.
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52
\I Y

b i •J
= E j.t-h u.i,t-h (6)

II Yi,t-h
h=l u.J. t-h

'Where

Yu,i .th--= the cost of the 1 input in the Dation
Y

i
relative to the region.

The b. J term demonstrates that when the cost of the i
th input in the

"
region increases relative to its cost in the natioD. then over time there viII

be a regional substitution away from that input. The b
i

•
J

term also shovs

that when the relative regional cost of the labor input in the Jtb industry

increases for a given output, then regional labor use vi11 be reduced. This

reduction in E
j

must be offset when calculating the necessary inputs required

by the j tb industry fTar. th:e i th industry.

The regional purchase coefficient (Pi) is the remaining term In equation (2)

[

[

[

[

[

l
l
[

[

[

in other work; however, our method for calculating its value is new. We measure

to be di8~u8and. The regional purchase coefficient (Pi) has been used
[

the Pi value as follows:

Pi = S Qi t Ui t
i.to · ' 0 . ' 0-

0 n

[ QJ t E UJ t
pI • 0 j=l • 0

S1 t = the proportion ot the i~h regional
, 0

output that ~as shipped less than

100 miles in the same year that is

used for the in~ut-output coefficients (to)'

[

[

[

[

[

I
r
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St~pose that ~he re~lonal production of the i th output represents three

percent of total regional output. and that regional use of the i
th commodity

represents three percent of the regional use of all commodities. In this case.

if fifty percent of the commodity is shipped to destinations within the region

(Si,o = .5). then the regional purchase coefficient (Pi) vill also be .5 .

thTherefore, any regional increase in the use of the i commodity will increase

the demand for the regional production of that commodity by fifty percent of the

total increase. However, if 51 = .5. and the regional output of the i
th

,0

commodity represents three percent of its total regional output as above. but

regional use of the i
th commodity represents five percent of its use of all

commodities instead of three percent as above, then the regional purchase

1 coefficient (Pi) would be .30 (.5x():5) instead of .5. In this case only

thirty percent of any increase in regional demand would be supplied locally

instead of the fifty percent in the first case. In both cases it is assumed

that the Pi in the base year will persist.

As a practical consideration in the above explanation of equation 2,

•

I

three variables have been introduced for which there is no regional data •
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the following proxies can be used.

[

[

[

[

[

(

[

[

[

A .
n,1 (10)

(8)

n
l-Ak -A .-H

,1 0.1 p,i

( :i,H\ p=1

u,i,t,..y

A •

( ~l) 0,1

Fi.t-l

Ak .

( ~l\~
U.l,tr-~

A
1

,1. (~2!t.-l "\

u,2,trJ)

Vi ,t n Qj, t m 0
= l: Ki,J bi,J + l: K. J J,t

U
u,i.t J=1

Q
j=n+l 1,

DU,J. t
u, J. tJli

Qi t Ei t
li,t, ,

=
~,i)t Eu,i,t

Th~se variables are the U's, Q's and 1's. In section 2 below, we will show that

where all of the terms are defined above.

(c) Regional e~lqyment dependent on regional final use (d's)

We now consider the d coefficient appearing in equation 1

E·u,i,t
Du,J. t

where all of the terms have been defined above.

(n)

[

[

[
If Pi=li,t=l, then the value of di,J,t would be the proportion of the

output of commodity i going into the final demand sector (n) in the national
[

~ . tiD J t)' In addition to scaling, this last ter~ alao reflects tech-
U,l., U,.

input-output table (K. J)'
1,

in the i
th

sector per unit

scaled to reflect the current number of employees

thof final demand 1n the J sector nationally

[

[
nological and other changes that may alter the number of emplqyees that are

th
required in the i sector for all units of final demand and emplqyment
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sectors taken together. In our work there are four sectors of final demand--

investment, state and local government. federal government and consumption.

Deflated values are used for investment and state and local government spending.

Federal employment is used to measure federal government demand. Since consump-

tioD is not measured regionally we assume that consumption will be closely

related to real disposable income.

X
Regional emplo,yment dependent on regional exports (Ei,t)

E i t + V.U t , ~.t
(12)

where

P
i

•
t

= the average cost of producing one unit of the i
th

commodity in the region relative to the nation.

li,t = the relative regional labor intensity as defined above.

E = national employment in the i
th

sector.
Uti. t

,
£ = the elasticity of response of the proportion of national

use supplied by the region in question to changes in rela-

tive production costs. (i.e •• the location responsiveness

of export production).

= the error term.

Y
i

= the value that minimizes the sum of squares of Vi •t

:r in the sample period for the i th industry.
,

The E value is calculated by performing the non-linear regression that

miDimize~ the following sum of squares:

I

m "
SS =i~l t~l

1
1,t

E . Itu,i

,
P. ~ ) 2
1,<

( 13)



and where m is the number of sectors, w is the length of the sample

1

where

E . 1.u, ~ . .1.
=E
t=l W

E . tu,J., 1
1, t

(14) [

[
period and

A A

y' = Y • E 1i i u,i·i [
The value for ~ based on profit maximizing firms and a Cobb-Douglas Constant

Returns to Scale Production Function is shown in Section 2 to be: [

g= the length of the average time required to return to a locational

It should be noted that the total change in regional export emplo,yment in

p = ~ 1 (Ci:lt_h ).k,i. ( Ft _h).O'i . (Wi,t_h ')
i , t h=l g C . F \of •

u,~,t-h u,t-h U:lJ.,t-h

equilibrium.

L
[

L

[

[n

l-'k .-' i-E'P,i
,~ 0, p=l

.(/n,t-h )'n,1 (15)

u,n,t-h

. (~i,t-h J '2,1.
u,i.t-h

,
(

yYi.,t-h) l,i

u,i,t-h

This is because the regional labor intensity(l. t) is slso a function of all
"

the factor costs. Thus. if regional capital costs are increased relative to ~he ~

response to a change in relative factor costs will differ from the value of E . [

nation. the regional locational response (£) decreases employment (p increases

but is raised to the negative power £ ) while the factor substitution effect [

costs are increaseu, both the location effect and the factor substitution effect

(1. t) will be
1 ,

an increase in emplqyment. However, if the regional labor [

will be decreased employment. [
2. The Derivation of the ~loyment Equation

(a) Introduction and assumptions [
In this section we set forth the assumptions that underlie the

employment equation in Section 1. Then we derive each of the terms in the em-

ployment equation from our ass~tions. I
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The four assumptions on vhich our employment equation is based are:

1- The typical business firm seeks to n:a.xiIti ze profits.

2. Regional and national production processes, including

the state of technological advancement in the i
tb industry, are

the same. A full input Cobb-Douglas production function vith

constant returns to scale and factor-neutral technological change

can be used to represent this production process.

3. The marketing cost advantage of local production for

local use in any particular region is sufficiently stable and

,,

inrportant ththat the proportion of the local use of the i

commodity that is supplied locally will remain constant over

time, even if there are changes in relative regional production

costs.

4. The location of the production of the goods and servic~s

that are exported from the region viII respond to changes in

relative regional production costs. In the absence of locational

changes the export regional share of national production will he

maintained.

Our four assumptions require some discussion. The profit maximization

moti ve, assumption (1), must be one of the dominant factors in business

decisions for our model structure to be valid. Variables that affect working and

living in Massachusetts such as personal taxes and the cost of living in Massa

chusetts are taken into account, but personal intangibles such as a preference

for life in Massachu:;etts are not explicitly in the model. These persomi.l intan

gibles are included in the initial conditions and are assumed to remain constant

over the sample and forec~st period. Business intangibles (such aD "the business

climate") are expected to follow the quantit.ative measures t.hat influence

business profitability.

I
I
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The Cobb-Douglas production function,assumption (2) ,could be changed

to a more general production function for later work. However. the Cobb

Douglas function bas received support from Griften and Gregory (4. p. 855)

in regard to the substitutability between fuel and other inputs (but not for

sUbstitutability between capital and labor). Unpublished work by Cbe Tsao

of the Economics Department at the University of ¥~sachusett6 has shown that

the Cobb-Douglas production function provides the best fit of those tested for

the majority of U.S. 2-digit ~anufacturing industries. In any case the produc

tion function literature has been inconclusive up to this point, especially

with regard to non-manufac~uring. Therefore, the choice of the Cobb-Douglas

farm with full inputs would appear to be a reasonable slmpll~ing assumption

at tbis juncture.

The marketing cost assumption (3) allows us to separate production for

local use from the location to minimize production cost. Instead of the

dichotomous distinction between export industries and local supply industries

that has been used in other York, our method allows for a recognition that indus

tries are in fsct on a continuum that runs from production almost entirely for

local use to almost entirely for export. Based on an observed value of produc

tion for local use, we srgue that some proportion of the use of each commodity

must be supplied locally. Examples of commodities where a high percentage are

supplied loc81~ would be haircuts, special textile runs for a neighboring apparel

firm owned by a famjly ~ember. and a machine shop doing special order work for

local firms.

The dependence of the export share of national production on relative cost

assumption (4), rests on the proposition that the location of the production of

export goods and services can be ~ved in response to cost advantaRes that develop in

[

r
[

[

[
[

[

[

[

[

[
[

[
[
[

[

L
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other regions. The independence of export production from local use demand

enables it to be "footloose" in the long run and to respond to changes in

relative input costs.

Regional employment in the i
tb sector can be divided ioto employment that

depends on local use of the output and employment that depends on exports from

l the region.

x
+ E. t'.

where the superscripts L and X denote local and export employment

(16 )

respectively.

In this section we first derive

to explain ~.t' Next we derive the

an equation to explain r t and then one'.relative regional production cost (p) and

•

then the implicit rental cost of capital (e). These derivations in combina-

tieD with equation 16 complete the derivation of the employment equation

presented in Section 1.

eb) Derivation of an equation for ~ t
•

The problem is to show that:

]

1 From assumption (3) we can write:

D • (17)
j ,t

I

where

XJ.i,t
X
u.J,i.t

(18)

XJ,i, t
X
u.J.i,t

= the ratio of the regional to the national use of

th
by the j sector.

th
the i input



output goir.g to each use, the
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While th£ national relationships are employed to estimate the proportion of

Ki,j'S are only used as weights and will not in

troduce a bias unless the special conditions required for the index number prob-

lem exist. In order to verify equation 18 we add up across regions where r

thdenotes the r region and where there are z regions.
[

[
,

QL [L
X

r-l
rti,t n • r,J ,1,t

m • 0
- i. K i j 1: p + E K1 ,j E p r, j ,t (19)

Q r,1 X r,1u,l,t j-l • r""l u,r,j,l,t J..n+l r-l 0

HI u.j • t [

when Pl,1 .. 1 for all r. then equation 19 reduces to I-I. P.owever, when P ir, .; I,

then eq~ation 19 reduces to

[

[

(20)

[

[

[
where P

i
* is the weighted average of the regional purchase coefficients. Thus,

~ [P
i
* is the proportion of the i output nationally that Is used in the same region

in which it is produced.

from assumption 2 we can write the following production function:
n

Qj,t - 0j(t) .(Ej,~l-\,j-\,jph ).p,j .{K
j
1r,j -(Oj1°,j . [
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8
j

(t) : factor neutral changes in technology tn the jth sector.

th: the regional capital stock in the j sector.

o : the regional fuel input in the Jth sector.J , t

th thX = the regional input of the i commodity into the j sector.
j. i. t

Using assumption 1 we can obtain the following first order conditions:

aQ. tJ , "J ,t

YJ , t

(22)

Ak,i

C. tJ , (23)

Qj,t Fj • t
c A -_~ __

o,i 0j,t Yj,t

(24)

aQJ,t

aX
j .1 . t

QJ, t

\,J x
j ,I, t

=

y
l,t

y
J, t

(25.1)



dividing equation 25.n by equations 22 through 25.0-1 respectively we get:

[

r
[

[

[

(

(

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

(26)

(25.n-l)

(25.n)

(27)

(29.1)

(28)

• X
j ,n. t

Yo-l,t

Y
n,t

• X
j,n,t

• X
j ,n. t

~.XA j ,n,t
n,j

X
n,j

i.l
~
n,j

~
n ,j

-~-

n,1

Y
l,t

-~ .----n,j X
j

Y
j,o,t ,t

Y• n t-"-'-'.
Cj • t

Y... ---!!t.!
F
Jot

aQj , t

ax
j ,n, t

Y
n,t

Ej . t ... -w
j , t

K
j ,t

o
j, t

aQ
j , t

-;;;;---. ~ .--- -.--ax n-l,j X Y
j.n-l,t j.n-l.t j.t

YX ... nit
j ,I, t

26
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y
n, t

XJ,n-1,t • vy------
o-l,t

An-l,j

An,J

x
j ,n, t (29. n-1)

n
X QJ, t

C ~
1-A .-A -E A .

( ~ 1-.j ,0. t J , t k.J o,jp_l P,J . yu,n,t n,J .
•

X Q Wu,j,tu,j,n,t u. j • t n,t

(J't )
\,J C1

'J )

\,J
(2'J )

A2,J
.....(:n-1,t )'n-1'J (30:

Cu,j.t Yu,l,j Yu,2,j u,o-l,t

r
r
[

[

When we substitute equations 26

and then take the ratio to a similar

through 29.0-1 into 21, solve for X
J ,n • t

function for the U.S., we find that

l

More generally this equation can be written for any commodity 1 instead of

thspecifically for the n commodity.

equation 22 by equations 23-25.0 then substitute into 21 and then take the ratio

to a similar function for the U.S.), we find that

l
o ,J

ins tearl of X
J

t (1. e.. divide,n,
L

for E
J ,t

(
w )

J ,t

Wu,j. t

EJ, t

E
u,j. tQ

U ,j . t

When we repeat the above procedure

1
J

A (Y 1A (Y) Al,J. yU,2,t 2,J .... yu,n,t n,J

2.t n.t

(31)

If this expression is true for all Q it is also true for production for

local markets. Thus, we can write the same expression with the local



Substituting 31 Into 30 then substituting this expression and equation 32

(32)

\ i,

(C~'i,t)
i,t 1

I
P, i

n
+ [

p-1

(
y ) An,i

..... ~!n,t

n,'

+ Ao,i

1

[

{

[

[

[

[

[

A X A 1.[k,i ( " o,i l,i o,i
.(C~,i,t\ . PoFi,t) (Y~'i'~ ..I:O,o,t' (

i,t j l.e i,t! \~ n.t /
°+1. +H A A

o,J PD1P,J(c . ~'J (p )O'i [
ud,t . u,j,t
C PJ,t J,t [

(

y )A1'i
. ~!l!t

l,t

H iP P,
+ A i +

0,

K
i.j .

L
Qi t
..=:.
Qu,i,t

28

E
i,'

Into equation 18 and solving for E we find thati,'

super-scripts for Qj,t and Ej,t.

The first term 1n equation 33 becomes I, if we assume that equillbrit~ factor
, t

r

OJ)

r.

( )

1-1. -A -H [:J,t !~.j o,jpK!P

u ,j, t

[

[

[

[

( )

1.
Y n,j

... yu,n, t

n,t

m
[ K

1=0+1
E. +J, ,

(>'i~)l-\'J .(>t)Ak'J .(:i" )A1'J ...(>,' )An,J
i,t u,t u,l,t u,n.t J

intensities are only realized as new equipment replaces old equipment. All of
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•

the terms in the brackets after Pi cancel except the following product: (W
j

/W j )
, t u. • t

. (Yu,i,t/Vi,t)' If we again assume that equilibr lum is achieved 8S new equipment

is installed, the terms after Pi in the above expression become b
i

. (see equation 6
,J

above) . The economic reason why almost all the terms cancel is that the increase

in the price of an input leads to a proportionate increase in all other inputs.

In the

In the

With the sub-

W
j

or Vi is increased.

from E
j

but not from Qt'

Since both E
j

and Q
i

are other inputs, the proportionate increase in Q
i

is
o t • t • t

already included, because E
j

is in the explanatory variable set. The situation
, t

former case, there will be a substitution away

is different only In the instance where either

latter, there will be a substitution away from Q
1

but not from E
j

"

stitution of 11 ,t and bi,j equation 33 reduces to equation 17, which is the equa-

1

1

1

tion that we are deriving from the assumptions.

(c) Derivation of an equation Xfor E
i ,t

The-problem is to show that equation 12 is consistent with our assumptions.

Using assumption 4 we can write

I
X

Qi,t
Qu,i,t

,
V+ i, t

(34)

where V 15 an intermediate error term.
i,t

If we use a superscript X instead of L in equation 32 and then substitute

for the dependent variable in equation 34, we can then solve for

p£ 1 E + V' E 1
i,t i,t u,i,t i,t u,1,t i,t

EX and obtain
i, t

(35)

l
which is the same as equation 12 above if Vi is defined as

,t
,

V =V F. 1
i,t i,t u,1,t i,t

(36)

!
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(d) Derivation of a moving average of relative regional costs (Pi ).
, t

The problem is to show that equation 15 can be derived from our assumptions.

Using assumptions 3 and 4 we now derive the moving average of the relative production

th(Pi t) for the i industry. We start with total cost,

l
I
[

cost

[
TC '" W • E + C • K + F .Oi + Y

i,t i,t i,t i,t i,t i,t ,r l,t Xi 1 + + y
• • t n. t [

(37)

th
where Te

i
'" the total regional production cost for the i industry and where

, t

the other terms are defined above.

By dividing equation 22 by equations 23 through 25.0 and then substituting

into equation 19 we find that:

[

[

[

>. ~ >.(~V'i ...•.....(~ n,i

2.t/ n.

E
i,t

= Q
i

.
, t

(38)

[

[

[

By again dividing equation 22 by equations 23 through 25.0, substituting into

equation 37, and simplifying, we obtain:

[

[
TC :::I E

i, t i, t "i , t

1
(39) [

[

and substitute equation 38 into equation 39 and solve for AC
i

we find that:
, t

If we now express total cost as AC
i

. Q
i

where AG. is average cost
•t,t 1, t [

[

I
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AC - 6
1

(t)-1
1,t

•

1

Now if we divide 40 by the similar expression for the nation, and again

(40)

employ the part of assumption 2 that says that the A and aCt) values are the same

1n the region as in the nation. we obtain:

ACi,t
ACu,1,t

n

( 1-1 -1 -El ( )1= :1,t ~K.i o.ip=lP,i ~i,t "K.i

u,i.t) u,I,t

.(;l,t ~O,l
u,i, ;)

...... (~n,t ,1n,1
u.n. ~J

(41)

I JI

I .

[

I

This value, whenavera~ed over the time required for a new equilibrium to be

established, becomes equation 15.

(e) Derivation of the implicit rental cost of capital (C
j

•
t
).

In equation 4 the treatment of the three different types of capital is

directly analogous to the treatment of the multiple input costs in equation 41.

and therefore does not have to be discussed here. Our problem is to show that

equation 5 can be derived from our assumptions.

Our derivation of thp implicit rental cost of capital is adapted from Hall

and Jorgenson (5, pp. 391-414). We derive the cost of capien1 for a piece of

equipment purchased in period t (Ceq • e ). However. we start with the after tax
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cost in period t of the services of the piece of equipment purchased in period t •
o

[

t
[

c' eq. t t
0,

• C
eq,t t

0,

- TAX - TAX - TAX
f,t eq,t s,t

(42)
[

[

c' ~ the after tax return in period t of a piece of equipment purchasedeq,t t
0,

where

C
eq,t t

0,

In period t •
o

th
- the pre-tax return in the t period from a piece of equipment

purchased in period t .
o

[

[

[
thTAX "" federal profits tax collections in the t period.

f,t

TAX "" regional profits tax collections in the tth period.
s,t

The equation for .' federal profits tax collections is

[

[

Y -R •
eq,t t

o

TAX "" T
• f,t f.t

-D
eq,t

[ Ceq,t
0, t

. (l-A . I' )
f,t

- TAX
s,t

- TAX
eq. t

y .8 Jeq,t
o

t
-I'

f, t
y
eq.t

o
(43)

[

[

[
where

o "" the depreciation allowed for federal taxes in the r th period.eq,t
[

Y "" the price of the piece of equipment in period t •
eq,t

o
0

and the other terms are defined after equations 5 and 42 above.

The equation for the regional profits tax is

[

[

[
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TAX • T
[Ceq,t ,t - D t(I-A.If t) , Y -R Y

5,t 5,t eq, . eq,t
o

t eq,t
0 0

BJ - TAX -I' Y (44)
eq,t 5,t eq,t

0

The equation for the regional tax on the value of equipment when no special

exemptions is applicable is

TAX = T
eq,t eq,t

Y
eq,t

o
(45 )

r If we substitute into equation 42 from equations 43, 44 and 45, and make

the appropriate simplifications, we find that:

[
•

C' = (l - T
f

+ T
feq,t ,t ,t.t

o
T
5,t

- T )
5,t

C
eq,to,t

- (T
f, t T - T - T ) D (I-A, If,t)s.t f,t s.t eq,t

Y
eq,t

o

-(T
f

,T -T -T )RY
,t s,t f,t s.t t eq,to

- (T T - T - T + 1) T
f,t s.t f,t stt eq,t

11 + (1-T ) I'
s.t s,t

Y + I'
eq,t

o
f,t

Y
eq. to

Y
eq,t

o
(46)

1

In equilibrium the firm will equate the present value of net returns from

equipment investment to its purchase price.

I,
I

Y
eq,t

o
• f (47)
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Substituting equation 46 into equation 47, performing the integration under

[

[

static tax and price assumptions, dividing throu~h by

c IY we find that:
eq,t eq,t

o 0

c
",o_o_,_t"o. (R

t
+ <Seq> B

t
+~(~R'ct+~0~0"qL,)~(~1~-8=,t'c)~

Y (I-Tr,t) (I-T )eq.ro s.t

Y and solving for
eq,ro

[

L

L
(R +0 )+ t eq

(-T -T +T . T ). Z
f,t s,t f,t 5,t t

(I-T
r

) (I-T )
• t s. t

• •(l-A .I r )-I rt It It

+ T
eq. t

(R + 0 ) I I+ t eq S,t

(l-T )
S,t

(48) L
[

where c !Y • the rental cost of equipment purchased in period t
eq,t eq,t 0o 0

and

where the terms are defined after equation 5 above. Here L
00

• f
o

D -(It >0 )t de t eq teq,t (49 ) l

In order to reflect the five year exemption of equipment from the equipment

tax, we perform the following integration

[

[

TAX
eq,t

~_-"o •
Y
eq,t

o

(1'0 ) -(R +1 )t
eqe t eq

o (50)

[

L
1
L
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r
r Solving for TAX !Y when the equipment five year exemption iseq,to eq,to

35

r
in force (Ht31). we find that

TAXeq,t
o

y
eq,to

( -5(Rt + 0 )• e e
q

-(1-0 ) (Rt + 0 )) l'-e eq eq
ef'l.t

(51)

Using 51 and H and replacing

equation 48 we obtain equation 5.

c /y
eq,t eq,t

o 0

with c /y
eq,t eq.t in

,

]

)

I

3. The Quantitative Results for Massachusetts

We have implemented our regional employment equation structure for

Massachusetts using quarterly data from the first quarter of 1954 through

the third quarter of 1975. The above specification w.us used without mod-

ification for 23 employment sectors. It was also used with the exception

of the export term for contract construction and transportation and utilities.

Alternative specifications were used for the three government sectors.

We will discuss the parameter values that were found as a result of

selecting values to minimize squared error before we present the values from

other sources. The values found to minimize sample period squared employment

error over all industries were (1) the location response of export production

to changes in Massachusetts costs relative to those in the nation (E). (2)

the length of the location response time (g). and (3) the relationship of

the Massachusetts share of export production to demand for export employment

(Y i ) when the location elasticity is E. That is we expressed the

squared error of employment summed over both 23 sectors Bnd over the 35 periods

available to us as a function of (E. g. ~i) and we found the values of E.
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g. and Y
i

that minimized this function (see equation 13).

Our computer algorithm started with arbitrary values of c and g and

then for each sector found the Y
i

values that minimized squared error. Then

the value of E or g was changed Bnd the process was repeated until we found the

values of E and g that minimized the average squared error over all periods over

all industries. The length of the location response period (g) that minimized

squared error was 5 years. The elasticity of location response (E) that mlni-

mized squared error was -4.28. The sum of squares for our 80S observations was

.00828 (this compares with a sum of squares of .0101S when £ was 0). The reduc-

tion in squared error required for significance in an F test at the 1% level, is

[

[

[

l
l
[

[

L
as great as necessary for statistical significance at the one percent level if

only .00011. Thus, the drop in the sum of squares from when £ : 0 was 17 times

L
~hp prrnrR were independent.

The input-output values (Ki,j's) were taken from the U.S. 1967 input

output table. The shares of equipment (~ i)' inventory (~1 i) and struc-eq, nv,

tures (~ i) used in arriving at the capital cost variable (equation 4), arestr,

.52, .34 and .14 respectively for manufacturing, and .47, .07 and .47 respec-

[

L

L

other employment sector values are shown in Table 1. Since transportation data

structures (6 ) and inventory (6 1 ) are 1/13, 1/35 and 0 respectively. Thestr nv

tively for non-manufacturing. The values of depreciation for equipment (6 ),
eq L

[
for non-manufacturing is not available, the regional purchase coefficients were

set at the highest value that would insure exports greater than zero during the

sample period, with a maximum value of 1.00.

4. Government Employment Equations

In addition to the equations for the private sector wage and salary employ-

ment, we have three categories of government employment: Federal, State and Local.

[

l
L

I
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EMPLOYMENT SECTOR FARAMETERS

Proportion of the

Propgltion
i th Sectors Costs
Attributable To

P.e£ional En:ployment Labor CapitalPurchase Dependent
Coefficient On Exports 1 \,i \.

Pi Yi 1975:3 -A ,1

o ,i
n

Manufacturing EAp,i
Durables P=l

Ordnance (l9) .63 .053 .07 .40 .10

Lumber(24) .09 .006 .62 .48 .22

Furni ture (25) .25 .016 .68 .45 .15

Stone,Clay,etc.(32) .41 .013 .49 .48 .19
Primary Metals(33) .17 .008 .62 .42 .19

Fabricated Metals(34) .28 .019 .75 .31 .13

Non-elec. Machines (35) .33 .030 .03 .32 .15

Elect. Equipment(36) .14 .043 .92 .41 .15

Trans. Equip( non-M. V.) .03 .017 .95 .33 .15

MOmo~. & Parts (371) .01 .007 .96 .30 .14

Inatruments(38) .28 .066 .91 .41 .26

] Non-durables
Food(20) .36 .010 .37 .22 .11

) Textiles(22) .31 .027 .62 .38 .14

1ij
Apparel(23) .36 .030 .70 .38 .11

Paper( 26) .65 .025 .49 .42 .19

Printing(27) .52 .022 .55 .44 .18
I

Chemicals (28) .65J .19 .013 .29 .25

Rubber( 30) .55 .039 .65 .44 .16

~1
Leatber(31) .68 .123 .74 .57 .21

Other Durables(39) .56 .052 .72 .48 .21

Noo-Manufacturing

] Contract Constructn(C) l.00 .38 .05

Transport& Utilities(R) .74 .42 .29

Wholes ale & Fe tall. "
Trade(T) l.00 .003 .05 .63 .13

• F1nance,Ins . •Real Estate(FIR) 1. 00 .005 .07 .35 .43

Service • Misc.(SV.) 1.00 .00B .20 .49 .06

(Continued)
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TAJIJ: 2~1 (CQDt..)

~LOl'MEI"T SECTOR PARAY.ETEPS

"' .,ProporUon Attr1butl&l. tothe J Sector (c::ol=) of tbe i-Sectors (rev) COl'll

p,j .1)

'"m

~":I\:~.l: ~l.Ir1nR

t-~~.llle.

c~~ :'.a:'Jce (19)

L=:'et' (2~)

'f'~:-:'Jiture (25)

St:::~. Clay, etc:. (32)

:~~~r? XII!tal. (33)

h!:l:-teilted ~e.tah ()4)

:>o~.-elec. l'.achir.lI!lI (3S)

EII!(:t. Equipment (36)

'''''''a. Equip. (non-X. V.)

':':'~Cir '{. I. Parta (371)

l::strl,lcents OS)

S'c'l~",rables

F

.008

.029

.OIO

.063

.056

.OIO

.007

.008

.006

.006

.006

19 26

.01

.11

.01

.01

.01

.02 .02

25 32 33 3~ 35

.09 .03 .03

.01 .01 .03

.01 .06 .07

.01 .01 .02

.03 .04

.01 ..n .04

.01 .17 .06

.01 .02 .10 .05 .04

.01 .12 .06 .10

.02 .13 .13 .07

.01 .01 .05 .02

36 310 311 38

.06 .14 .02

.01 .01

.01 .Ul.

.09 .01 .01 .01

.01 .01 .01

.05 .01 .02

.04 .01

.08

2022

.0'

.01

.01

.01

23

.02

2'
.01

.01

.02

.01

.01

.03

27 28

.03

.03

.02

.03

.02

.02

.02

.01

.Ql

30
.01

.01

.05

.02

.01

.01

.02.

.01

.03

.02

3139CR

.05

.07

.0'

.03

.0<:

.02

.02

.03
.01

T

.05

.03

.05

.01

.01

.03

FIR sn

.03
.02 .03

.03 .03

.03 .04

.01

.05

•
.12

l!I

.07
,~8

.01 .08 .03

.01 .03

.01

F~o:ci (20)

';ex:~le. (22)

;;.arel (23)

-a;::er (26)

-r1:l:1"1I: (27)

c;..e::ac.als (28)

Ru)!ler (30)

Leath"r (31)

O~!':u lion-Ouralllu (39)

.012

.022

.005

.045

.036

.020

.011

.009

.08

.01

.02

.01 .02

.01

.02 .01

.01

.03 .01

.02

.01

.02 .01

.39 .01

.01

.01 .18

.02 .01.

.06 .03

.06 .02 .02

.03 .05

,C1 .01 .01

.n .01

.03 .01

.~l .06 .02

.03 .01

.02

.23

.09
.04 .05

.02

.01

.01

.01

.03

.01

.0'
.03
.01
.02

.05

.05

.01

.Ql

.01

.02

.06

.05

.05 .38
.il

.01

.06

.il .03

.05 .01 .07 .04 .11 .02 .03

.01 .01

S'Oo-XaOUf'll:turlng

Cc:o.tract Ccr.struttl'n (C) .030

Transport &. l,;tUltlu (R) .124

"'-nolesal. I. Ret-aU trace (T) .032

FinAnce, Ina .... Real Ellt. (FU).026

Service' )115<:. (5\'&) .028

.01

.02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .03

.02 .01

.01 .01

.01 .09 .02 .01

.03 .08 .01 .05 .01

.03 .02 .04 .05

.02 .01 .07

.05 .02 .02 .07 .02

.01.01 .08 .04 .01

f: Fuel

A: Agr:ieultute

HI: Mining

- - • • • • • • • • • • • • • .--, ......., .---.
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tAIL! 2-1 (COI:I.clw1ed)

EK!J:'LOlMElfT SECTORp~

Proportion of the l th Sectors (rovs) Out~ut UBed ~ the J th Sector (col~)

(K1.J l

Ma.o.urlcturing 19 " 25 32 33 " 35 36 370 311 38 20 22 2' 26 27 26 30 31 39 C • T P'IR SV&. COliS D len IC CP OS'"
O\u'abl••

Ord IlIlU:ll~e(19) .01 .02 .05 .00 .0' ·59
LW:lber( 24) .01 .10 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .03 .01 .01 .1' .01 .00 .01 .02 .55 .02 .03 .01

F'urnlture(25) .01 .01 .0' .01 .01 .06 .01 .5' ." .02 .0'

Stou.,Clar,etc.(32) .01 .01 .01 .02 .03 .06 .01 .0401 .08 .01 .02 .01 .00 ·56 .00 .02 .00 .0) .05 .01

Prl~ Y.e~.(33) .02 .01 .00 .31 .19 .10 .07 .10.02 .02 .02 .12 .01 .01 .01

rebr1c.te~ ~et&1s(34) .01 .01 .02 .00 .03 .07 .05 .04 .liD1 .07 .01 .01 .03 .01 .01 .33 .01 .02 .OT .04 .011 .02

Non-ele•• ~.ehlneB(35) .01 .01 .04 .04 .0' .05 .05.00 .01 .00 .01 .05 .01 .01 .01 .04 .02 .54 .0' .02

Electric I:l;.u1peent(36) .01 .02 .01 .10 .03 .03.02 .OT .01 .01 .01 .04 .24 .18 .22 .01

Tr&nS. Equ1F(non-"LY.)tl\:).06 ,01 .02 .02 .Oli .00 .06 .29 .51
Motor V. , Pert.(371) .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .0' ." .31 .03 .0'

lratrw:ell.t.I (38) .02 .01 .01 .03 .04 .Oil .02 .02 .01 .03 .01 .03 .01 .14 .16 .2' .13 .03

II'O:l_durables
f'ood(20) .01 .01 .0' .91 .01 .01

Tutiln(22) .02 .03 .01 .01 .01.01 .61 .02 .01 .00 .06 .02 .02 .01 .00 .01 .15 .01 .01

Appuel(23) .03 .01 .01 .00 .01 .01 .01 .59 .02

Pap.r(26) .00 .01 .01 .03 .03 .01 .03 .01 D1 .16 .01 .02 .22 .07 .02 .01 .03 .02 .01 .10 .02 .06 .10 .01 .01

Printll1&(27) .01 .01 .03 .01 .01 .02 .03 .62 .22 .01 .05

Chemica1a(28) .01 .01 .00 .01 .03 .02 .01 .02 .01.01 .03 .01 .02 .04 .02 .10 .01 .05 .01 .02 .02 .08 .26 .OT .0'
Rubber( 30) .01 .00 .03 .02 .01 .02 .05 .06 .02 .07 .01 .06 .01 .01 .03 .01 .06 .03 .03 .06 .0) .06 .01 .08 .16 .0' .02

Leatber{ 31) .02 .01 .01 .01 .06 .68 .01

Other :+on-dunb1u (39) .01 .00 .01 .01 .01 .00 01 .0' .00 .00 .01 .01 .02 .03 .00 .19 .5' .OT .01 .02

lI'on-~anuracturin5

Coatract Ccna~ructlon(C) .03 .01 .07 .01 .55 .05 .28

Transport" Ut1l1t1es(R) .01 .01 .04 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .04 .01 .00 .01 .01 .02 .01 .03 .06 .04 .15 .37 .01 .06 .05

·libolel.le 'RetsU~'I) .01 .01 .01 .01 .00 .01 .02 .00 .01 .00 .01 .06 .01 .01 .0) .73 .04 .01

I'\nance.Ilw.&Real E..._(n R) .00 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .OT .73 .02 .00 .01

Serylce • Misc.(SV.) .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .03 .00 .01 .03 .04 .0) .09 .OT .57 .0' ,1)4

COI:S: Final Personal consumption .~nd1t~1 Ie: ]~YestDant ill. residential and non-relldentlal structurel
IE: lll.veltcent 1D e~u1p:ent Gf': IPederal gcrft:rmr.ell.t purchaae or final. goods IJ1d servic.s
IC;ll: Ill.veltoell.t ill. non-residential structures OS'" fltatoe and local goYertUrJeDt purchaael or goods and IfIrvlces

W

'"
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Federal employment is forecast exogenously. State ~overnment employment and

local government employment are related to real spendinR by the respective gov-

ernmcnts. The equations are:

E _ 1. 3 G' 65
s s

where

E - state government employment
s

E1 • local government employment

C - real state government spending less local aid, welfare payments
s

(52)

(53)

(but including welfare administration), pension fund and debt service.

G - real local government spending
1

The regression results are shown below.

(8) The Local Government Employment Regression

Ordinary least squares

Frequency quarterly

Interval 58: 1 to 74:2

Left-hand variable: LEMGL

Right-hand Estimated Standard T-

variable coefficient error statistic

Const-ant 1.27971 .951975E-01 13.4427

LRLGE 0.550084 . 137144E-01 40.1101

R-Bar Squared: 0.9611

Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for O. gaps) : 0.8953

Standard error of the re~resslon: . 266462E-01



I

LEMGL • 10g(E
1

)
• t

the log of local government employment in

Massachusetts.

41

LRLGE 5 log(G1) s log of local government spending in Massachusetts

divided by the U.S. deflator for state and local

government spending.

(b) The State Government Employment Regression

Ordinary least squares

frequency quarterly

Interval 69: 1 to 73.2

r
1

'III
L

•

II
I

Left-hand variable: LEMGS

Right-hand Estimated Standard T-

variable coefficient error statistic

Constant 0.269518 1.27454 0.211464

LRCSEW 0.650217 0.203630 3.19313

R-bar squared: 0.3510

Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for O. gaps) : 0.9961

Standard error of the regression: . 565984E-01

where

LEMGS ~ 10g(E
s

) = the log of state government in Massachusetts.

LRCSEW = log(G ) = the log of state government spending less local aid,
s

welfare payments. pension fund and debt service, divided

by the U.S. deflator for state and local government

spending.

A complete list of the equations in the employment sector as they are

programmed for computer simulation can be found in Chapter 7 below.

II. Local Demand, Including Investment Demand.

1. The Specification

The regional data for local final demand is very weak and in some cases

non-existent. Therefore, we have used real disposable income as a proxy for
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personal consumption expenditures. We have used real governmfmt spending to

measure state and local ~overnment demand. Despite the weakness of local 10-

vestment data, we have modeled it explicitly for manufacturtnl~ investment, 000-

residential structures and residential structures.

Dividing equation 23 by equations 22 through 25.0 respectively, we obtain:

I
I
I
I
[

c
--!....E.
W
l,t

K
l,t (54) I

o
l,t

A
0,1

- \,1
c
--!....E.
F
l,t

K
l,t (55)

X1,2,t

X
i,o,t

A
.~

\ 1,

c
--!....E.
y
l,t

c
~
y
2,t

c
~
y
n,t

K
l,t

K
l,t

K
i,t

(56.1)

(56.2)

(56.n)

(

\

I,

Substituting these equations into equation 21 and taking the ratio to a

simular equation for the U.S., we find that:
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(57)
( )

A
y n,l

..... yU,o,t

n,t

{ )
A ( ~AY 1,1 Y n.l

yUIl,t •... yu,n,t .

1,t n,t

I-A I-A -A -EA

( c j k,i G ~ k,i o,i P p,i
. i,t . u,i,t
\C Wuti,t i,t

K
i,t

Ku,l,t
•

n

( ~
-A ( jA H +n.... ~u,nJt n,l :1,t k,i 0,1 p~i,i

n,t u,1,t

o'u, i, t

~
c i ~\'i (F ~AO'iu. I .~

C F
i, t t

Solving this equation for K and substituting equation 31 for
i,t

1
r

I
r
[

I
I
I
I
~

~~
~

E
i,t

Eu,I,t

K
u,1,t

(58)

"
As was the case for equation 33, many of the terms cancel out ano equation S8 car

be reduced to:
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K
i,t

C
u,l, t

Ci,t

W
i,t

Wu,1,t

E
I, t

Eu,l,t

(59)

[

[

[

In this form equation 59 implies that the ~~ssachusetts capital stock wIll

be at its optimum and will embody factor intensities exactly 1n line with cur-

rent relative labor and capital costs. In order to develop an equation that

reflects the time required to change the capital stock and to embody optimum

[

[

[
factor intensities, we begin by substituting

tion
n

59. (where Ii
, t

In
i,t

is net real investment) and we take into account our assump- [
tion that factor intensities are embodied in equipment at the time of purchase.

52
In C W E In l: Cu,i,t i,t t,t + u,l,t-h
i,t • u,I,t

C W E h-1 C
i,t u,1.t u,I,t i, t-h

[

l
[

Wi,t-h
W
u,i.t-h

I
u,i,t-h

El,t-1
Eu,I,t-l

-K
I, t-1

(60)
[

[
If we used the equation in this form the capital stock would come in line t

with the optimum stock very quickly. For example, if Massachusetts employment

increased by five percent last period, then investment equal to five percent of

our factor intensity-adjusted capital stock would be added to our share of

national investment this period. Such an adjustment is obviously too rapid.

Additionally, only gross investment series are available and we would have

[

[

[
difficulty accurately estimating the net investment series. In order to compen-

sate for this data problem and to estimate the adjustment time econometrically, L

I
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r
r

r

I
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we have estimated manufacturing equipment and non-residential structures

equations in the following form:

Ii t
Cu,I,c W E- i,t i,t I a +u,l,t -,
Ci t W E 0, u,l,e u,1,t

53

- Ki,t-J~i,t-1 . E Cu,i,t-h
w (61)ai
i,t-h I u,i.t-h

Eu.i, t-l
h-2 Ct,t-h w

u.i.t-h

The value of a l was found to be .07 for manufacturing equipment and .08

for non-residential structures. By including this last term in the equation

we will reflect the stock adjustment process in our forecasts and in our policy

simulations. This acceleration effect may play an important role in determining

the effect of alternative policies on the economy. To our knowledge it has not

been included in other regional econometric models.

2. The Regression Equations

The Manufacturing Equipment Regression

Cochrane-Orcutt iterative technique

Left-hand variable: IMR

[I

l

Mean of dependent variable is

Final value of rho ~ .9023010

Number of iterations - 4

Standard error of rho· .1016128

T-statistic for rho· 8.8797942

-.151991
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Right-hand Estimated Standard T-

variable coefficient error statistic

Constant -.179951 .077906 -2.30986

IMGR .068252 .072404 .94265

R-squared I: .9254 Corrected R-squared .9207

F-statistic( 1., 16. ) • 198.433396

[

[

[

[

[
Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for O. gaps) =

Number of observations = 18

Sum of squared residuals =

Standard error of the regression =

.002745

.5579

.013098

[

[

IMR c I
C W

t
Emfg,c I- ureg,teq. t

C W E
u,eq,t

eq.t u,t u,mfg.t

53

IMGR E Cu,eq,t-h
W

I -K• t-h u, eq, t-h eq,t-!
h-2 C

eq,t-h
Wu,t-h

where

I - gross equipment investment in Massachusetts deflated by the U.S.
eq,t

deflator for equipment.

C = the implicit rental cost of equipment in Massachusetts.
eg.t

We = the fixed weight wage index for Massachusetts.

E = manufacturing employment in Massachusetts.
mfg,t

K = the capital stock of equipment in Massachusetts.eq,t

u ~ the subscript indicating a corresponding u.s. variable.

The Non-residential Construction Regression

L
[

[

-

Cochrane-Orcutt iterative technique

Left-hand variable: INRSMIR

Mean of dependent variable 1s -.087799 I
,



l
1
T

Final value of rho ..

Number of iterations ..

Standard error of rho ..

T-statistic for rho g

.6316740

2

.1000823

6.3115452
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Right-hand Estimated Standard T-

variable coefficient error statistic

Constant -.264103 .147331 -1. 792580

INRSMGR .076163 .058459 1. 302847

R-squared ... .3870 Corrected R-aquared .. .3764

F-statistic( 1., 58.) • 36.610999

Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for O. gaps) ...

Number of observations" 60

Sum of squared residuals· 2.377569

Standard error of the regression'" .20247

2.3663

I
I

INRSMIR .. 1
G W

t
E

Iu,s,t t u,nr.tnr,t
G W E
s,t u,t u,t

53

r Gujs,t-h W E
t

_1 KINRSMGR '" . t-h I u.nr,t-h
.

h-2 G W E
Dr. t-l

s, t-h u,t-h u. t-l

where

I .. investment in non-residential structures deflated by the U.S.
Dr. t

deflator for non-residential construction.

c ... the implicit rental cost of non-residential structures in Massachusetts.
s,t

E
t

• total non-agricultural wage and salary employment in Massachusetts.

The t statistic for a
l

is significant at the 10% level for non-residential

construction but not for manufacturing equipment. The Cochrane-Orcutt technique
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was used to estimate the equations because the Durbin-Watson statistic showed

significant autocorrelation of the residuals when the coefficients were estimated

by ordinary least squares.

The equation for residential construction has the following form:

4 5
, , 1: RYD h , I: RYD h

I • a + a
1

h-l t- I + a 2
h=2 t- . K -K

r.t 0
4 r.t 5 u,r,t-l r,t-l

E RYDU h E RYOU h
h""l t- h=-2 t-

where

I "" residential investment in constant dollars.r.t

RYD - real disposable income.

The estimated values for no' aI' Uz are -.08, .66, and .02 respectively.

This equation also includes a stock adjustment process. The regression results

are given below, and the programmed equations for all the investment equations and

for the capital stocks, are given 1n Chapter 7.

The Residential Construction Regression

Cochrane-Orcutt iterative technique

[

[

[

[

[

(62) [

[

l
L
[

L

L
Left-hand variable: RBAN72

Mean of dependent variable is .913478 [
Final value of rho =

Number of iterations =

Standard error of rho =

T-statistic for rho·

.4276631

2

.1166979

3.6647020

[

Right-hand

variable

Constant

Estimated

Coefficient

-.79018

Standard

error

.304754

T-

statistic

-.259283 (

•



R-squared - .6652 Corrected R-squared =

F-statistic( 2.,57.) - 56.622606

Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for O. gaps) =

Number of observations ~ 60

[

r
r
[

Right-hand

variable

IRSMR

IRSMGR

Estimated

coefficient

.657242

.024900

Standard

error

.117705

.056444

T

statistic

5.583789

.441147

.6534

~ .0214

49

Sum of squared residuals z .814878

[

L
L

[I

RBAN72 - residential construction in Massachusetts divided by the U.S.

deflator for residential investment.

IRSMR • the average of the last four quarters of Massachusetts real dis

posable income relative to U.S. times U.S. residential investment.

IRSHGR - the average of the last four quarters of Massachusetts real dis

posable income relative to the U.S. (lagged one-quarter) times

the U.S. residential capital stoc~less the Massachusetts resi

dential capital stock.

III. Employment totals, Populations, Lahor Force and Unemployment

Total non-agricultural wage and salary employment on a seasonally adjusted

basis is found by simply adding up the 20 manufacturing, 5 private non-manufacturing

and 3 government employment forecasts. This total is the seasonally adjusted

version of the total published in the "Employment Review" by the Division of

Employment Security. The corresponding non-seasonally adjusted values are found

in the model by applying ocr seasonal factors in reverse and then by adding up

the non-seasonally adjusted forecasts.

In order to find the total number of jobs in Massachusetts two other series

must be predicted, the "All other non-agricultural employment" and the "Agricultural
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employment" series. Since agricultural employment 1s such a small part of

Massachusetts employment, and since it is difficult to relate changes in Massach

usetts agricultural employment to either U.S. agricultural employment or to

conditions in the Massachusetts economy, it is forecast exogenously. The "All

other non-agricultural" series is made up mainly of self-employed. To predict it, we £1

estimate the proportion of each employment sector that is made up of 5el£-

employed by finding the ratio of proprietors income to total personal income in

that sector. Then we use these proportions on the latest historical data to

arrive at a total estimate of "All other non-agricultural employment." The

ratio of the reported value for "All other non-agricultural employment" to this

estimate is used to adjust each of the proportions. Future values of "Allother

non-agricultural employment" are projected by applying these adjusted proportions

to the respective employment series forecasts.

The "Total Massachusetts Jobs" series that we obtain differs in two ways

from "Total Employment" reported by the Division of Employment Security in

"Trends." It is on a place-of-work basis rather than a place-of-residence basis,

and it counts a person who holds two jobs twice. We find the historical series

for the net of these two factors by simply subtracting "Total Employment" from

"Total Massachusetts Jobs." We project this adjustment forward by multiplying

the last observed ratio of its non-seasonally adjusted value to our last ob

served value of "Total Massachusetts Jobs." by our prediction of "Total Nassachu

setts Jobs." In the forecast period the predicted adjustment is subtracted from

our forecast value of "Total Massachusetts Jobs" to predict a value for total

employmen t.

Our next task is to predict the Massachusetts population and labor force.

Economists have not been very successful in relating interstate migration to

economic conditions. The importance of population projections for a state wOIJld
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Left-hand variable: LLCH

62: I toInterval

(a) The Massachusetts Labor Force Regression

the natural growth as well as the migration response of each group to economic

Frequency quarterly

Ordinary least squares

sugges~ that the population should be broken into demographic gr, ups and that

Right-hand Estimated Standard T-

variable coefficient error statistic

Constant -.526155E-01 0.287715 -0.182874

LPOPMAUSPR 1. 04135 . 335109E-01 31.0750

A$l -.220196E-01 0.409554 -.537648E-01

A$2 -0.797532 0.984492 -0.810095

R-bar squared: 0.9746

factors should he estimated. In our case we have related the size of the Massach

usetts population to the size of the U.S. population with some changes in our

share explained by changes 1n our wage and salary employment relative to the

nation. We relate the size of the Massachusetts lahor force to 1) the product

of our 18&over population and the ratio of the U.S. full employment labor force

to the corresponding U.S. population, and 2) to our ratio of employment to the

18&over population 1n the last 3 quarters. The regression equations are given in

below:

•

•

•

f
Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for O. gaps): 0.1934

Standard error of the regression: .I00458E-01

[J

l
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Distributed lag interpretation

Lag

LEPOP(O)

LEPOP(-l)

LEPOP(-2)

Coefficient

0.13302

0.18837

0.14403

Standard error

0.12662

. 51043E-01

.84223E-01

Mean lag: 1.02366

Standard error: 0.494227

Sum of lag coefficients: 0.465428

Standard error: 819787E-Ol

LLCM = log of Massachusetts labor force.

LPOPMAUSPR log of Massachusetts population 18 and over times the full

employment labor force for the U.S. divided by the U.S. popu-

1at10n over eighteen.

LEPOP(O) - log of Massachusetts employment divided by the Massachusetts

population IB&over 1n the current period. [(-1) lagged one period etc.

(b) The M~ssachusetts Population Regression

Ordinary least SQuares

Frequency quarterly

Interval 61: 1 to 73: 4

Left-hand variable: LPOPMAN

Right-hand Estimated S-tandard

variable coefficient error

Constant -4.20528 .447874E-01

A$l .162570 0.337396

A$2 0.101053 0.811537

R-bar squared: 0.7963

nurbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for O. gaps): 0.0962

Standard error of the regression: .418458£-02

T

statistic

-93.8944

0.481837

0.124520
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Dis tribu ted lag interpretation

Lag Coefficient Standard error

E(O)/8 (0) 0.10298 0.10100
u

E(-l)/E (-1) .56022E-Ol . 34502E-01
u

E(-2)/E (-2) . 21695E-01 .67874E-01
u

Mean lag: 0.550159

Standard error: 0.964419

Sum of lag coefficients: 0.180697

Standard error: ,128090£-01

LPOPMAN - log of the Massachusetts population divided by the U.S. population.

E(O)/E (0) - the non-agricultural wage and salary employment in Massachusetts
u

divided by the corresponding U.S. variable, all in the current

period.

Both of the equations unfortunately have Durbin-Watson statistics that

indicate significant auto correlation. The equations were estimated using a

polynomial distributed lag program. The labor force equation implies that an

increase 1n Massachusetts employment of two people will increase the size of the

Massachusetts labor force by one person. The population equation implies that

an increase in Massachusetts employment of 1% while U.S. employment stayed constant

would lead to an increase in our population of .2%

The remainder of this sector is very straightforward. TIle seasonally

adjusted unemployment is calculated by subtracting seasonally adjusted total

employment from the seasonally adjusted labor force. Thus, our seasonally

adjusted series differs from those based on a direct seasonal adjustment of the

number unemployed on a non-seasonally adjusted basis. We find the non-seasonally

adjusted values by applying our seasonal factors in reverse to the seasonally

adjusted employment and labor force series and then calculating unemployment by

subtraction.
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[
The unemployment rate is not known until the spring following the calendar

year 1n question. We do not attempt to predict, nor do we use as observations,

the preliminary unemployment rate estimates based on the 70 step procedure.

In addition to the unemployment rate we have constructed an employment rate

[

[
which is the proportion of the 16&over population employed. We also report this [

as an index for Massachusetts and as an index relative to the U.S. with a value

of lUO In 1973 for both indexes.

IV. Wages, Prices and Hours

We have constructed a fixed weight wage index for Massachusetts similar

to the fixed weight index for the U.S., with the following minor differences.

We have fixed the weights at the 2-digit level for ~Iassachusetts, in contrast

to the 3-di~it level fixed weights for the U.S., and we have used employment

as weights, whereas the U.S. index uses full labor input weights. We have then

divided the Massachusetts index by the U.S. index, using 1967 as the base year

for both indexes. Th~ creation of this index hss made it possible for us to

[

r

estimate a very important wage equation. We found that the Massachusetts

relative wage responds positively when our labor market conditions index.

measured by the proportion of the population l8&over that js employed, 1n-

creases faster than it does in the U.S.; and that our relative wage responds

negatively when the ratio of our real disposable to personal income increasrs

faster than the corresponding U.S. ratio. This last term means that increases

in personal taxes or in ~~ssachusetts prices relative to the nation carrv over

Into our wage levels.

The estimated equation Is shown below.
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The Massachusetts Wage Index Regression
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-.013676

.8359367

2

.0740037

11. 2958810

Final value of rho =

Left-hand variable: lWMIW

Number of iterations

Mean of dependent variable is

Standard error of rho ~

T-statistic for rho =•

•

•

•

-

•

Right-hand

variable

Estimated

coefficient

Standard

error

T-

statistic

Constant

LERMERL

LDPPRL

1. 912213

.494729

-.868163

1. 293491

.139752

.568615

1.478869

3.540046

-1.526811

R-squared .. .8814 Corrected R-squared ... 8768

F-statistic( 2.,52.)· 193.134154

Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for O. gaps) 

Number of observations = 55

2.0065

Sum of squared residuals = .001612

Standard error of the regression = .005567

where

LWMIW - the log of the Massachusetts fixed-weight wage index relative to

the corresponding U.S. index.

6 18+ ! (E !N18+)
LERMERL ..., log I: (Et_h!N t _h ) u,t-h u,t-h

h-1

6
LDPPRL = log E (RYDt_h!YPt _h) ! (RYDu,t_h!YPu,t_h)

h-1

where N18+ * the population 18&over in Massachu~etts.

RYD = real disposable income 1n Massachusetts.

yp ~ personal income in Massachusetts.
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In the relative wage regression the estimated coefficients on labor market

conditions is significant at the 99% level and the coefficient on dollars of

real disposable income per dollar of personal income is significant at the 90%

level.

Wages are predicted for all of the wage categories. except federal govern-

[

ment, by multiplying the last observed wage by one plus the percentage

increase in the fixed weight wage index since the last observed wage value. The

federal government wage in Massachusetts is predicted to change as the national

federal wage changes.

Hours are predicted for each manufacturing industry on the basis of the

percentage change in employment in the current period and on the basis of the

lagged dependent variable. The regression equations are reported in Table 2.

In the majority of cases the coefficients are significant at the one percent

level-and the Durbin-Watson statistics show no evidence of auto-correlated

residuals. Since our theory would lead us to expect hours to be adjusted in the

same direction as employment changes due to partial adjustment through longer

hours and partial adjustment through more hiring, we have made hours exogenous

for industries 2S and 37 where the regression results showed a negative coef

ficient on employment.

The Consumers Price Index is a weighted average of many components. The

weights and the categories used can be found in the BLS Handbook of Methods

(U.S. Dept. of LaboT, 1976, pp. 91-92). Using these weights along with input

output, personal income and tax collection information one can determine the

weight of various costs and direct taxes 1n the index. Tht Boston consumer price

index should move in line with the U.S. consumer price index unless

1) our direct taxes move in a way that is different from crose in the nation
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TABLE 2-2

THE AVERAGE ~~EKLY HOURS REGRESSIONS

(Number of Observations - 55)

The The The The T- The The T- The
Industry Constant Coefficient Statistic Coefficient Statistic Durbin-Watson Corrected Standard

(i) Term for for for for Statistic R2 Error
E E1 ti, t -1 H H

-1 , 1,t-1 1.t-1
E E1,t-1 1,t-1

---

19 18.2 .9 .4 .6 4.8 1.9 .28 .69

20 8.7 7.2 1.9 .8 7.9 2.0 .53 .41

22 16.1 18.7 6.0 .6 7.9 2.1 .70 .39

23 18.7 21.0 3.1 .5 4.1 2.4 .37 .61

24 8.5 1.1 .2 .8 9.0 2.5 .59 .86

26 23.0 11.2 1.3 .5 3.7 2.3 .30 .70

27 23.2 18.2 3.0 .4 3.3 2.3 .34 .45

28 22.1 7.3 1.4 .5 3.8 1.9 .20 .57

30 22.6 3.4 1.4 .5 3.6 1.9 .25 .43

31 23.2 17 .4 3.6 .4 3.2 2.0 .26 .68

32 12.2 21. 3 4.9 .7 10.0 1.8 .78 .60

33 10.6 12.9 2.5 .7 8.7 2.0 .69 .80

34 12.5 14.7 3.4 .7 7.9 2.3 .71 .41

35 10.2 12.8 3.7 .8 10.5 1.9 .78 .41

36 29.9 4.3 1.8 .3 1.9 2.0 .12 .38

38 12.1 7.3 1.6 .7 5.6 1.7 .51 .57
~

~
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or 2) our costs (including the influence of indirect taxes) move differently

from those in the nation. Therefore, our equation for the Boston consumer price index

predicts that Boston prices will change by the same percentage as the U.S. consumer

price index, unless our direct taxes or our costs, including indirect taxes,

change differently than they do in the U.S. The forecasting equations

includes 13 direct taxes and costs from the 17 sectors that feed directly to

final demand. The weights were obtained for one part of the index at a time

and then aggregated.

The percentage effect of a one percentage point increase in any of the

following taxes on the Boston consumer price index is shown in Table 2-3.

TABLE 2-3

Tax Rates in the Boston Consumer Price Index Equation

The percentage change in the
Haston consumer price index
due to a one percentage point
change in the tax

1. Sales Tax (from 5% to 6%)

2. Property Tax (frum 2.03% to 3.03%)

3. Meals Tax (from 8% to 9%)

4. Room Occupancy Tax (from 5.6% to 6.6%)

5. Motor Fuel Tax (from 16.5% to 17.5%)

6. Cigarette Tax (from 53.8% to 54.8%)

7. Malt Beverage Tax (from 3.8% to 4.8%)

8. Sparkling Wine Tax (from apx. 13.8% to 14.8%)

9. Still Wine Tax (from HpX. 11.8% to 14.8%)

10. Liquor Less than 15% (from apx. 13.8% to 14.8%)

11. Liquor Between 15-50% (from apx. 13.8% to 14.8%)

12. Liquor Over 50% (from apx. 13.8% to 14.8%)

13. Deeds Tax (from 1.14% to 2.14%)

.29524

1. 20141

.04204

.00180

.02618

.OU31

.01021

.OOOU

.00129

.OOOU

.01227

.00010

.00198

The percentBQe effpct of ~ onp "prc~~t increase in t~e uassachusetts

cost of production relative to the nation in each of the fol10winQ indm~tripR
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will have the following effect on the consumer price index (only the cost of the

percent supplied locally (pt ) is increased):

TABLE 2-4

Massachusetts Production Costs in the Boston Consumer Price Index

SECTOR

Manufacturing

The Percentage Change in the Boston
Consumer Price Index due to a one
percentage point change in the
Massachusetts cost of production

I

IJ
l

Durables

Furniture (25) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Electrical Equipment (36) - - - - - - -

Autos & Parts 07l) - - - - - - - - - - - -

Instruments (38) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Nondurables

Food (20) - - - - - - - -

Textiles (22) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Apparel (23) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Printing (27) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Chemicals (28) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Rubber (30) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Leather (31) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Other Durab1es (39) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Non-Manufacturing

Contract Construction

Transport &Utilities

Wholesale & Retail Trade - - - -

Finance, Insurance & Real Estate

Service & Miscellaneous - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.002125

.002086

.000232

.001344

.050760

.001953

.016704

.004576

.003287

.001155

.005168

.008792

.087200

.022718

.132500

.070900

.145300
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The above industry cost increase effects are only the first round effects.

Thus, they include the effect of an increase 1n textile costs on consumer pur

chases weighted by the percent of textiles purchased in Massachusetts that come

from Massachusetts. They do not include the effect that an increase in textile

costs have on apparel costs which 1n turn increase consumer costs. The second

and further round effects will of course be captured in a simultaneous solution

of the model.

The direct effect of a one percentage point increase 1n Massachusetts con

sumer fuel costs would be a percentage change of .0344 in the Boston consumer

price index.

V. Personal, Disposable and Real Disposable Income

The function of this sector is to draw together the forecasts from other

sectors and those for U.S. variables, to forecast the components of personal

income in Massachusetts, and then to make the adjustments necessary to obtain

real disposable income in Massachusetts.

For the manufacturing sector we use the product of average weekly hours,

average hourly wages, employment, and 52 to obtain wage and salary estimates

for each manufacturing industry. We then combine industries to obtain durable

and non-durable wage and salary disbursements totals. We use changes in these

two estimates to determine the changes in total wage and salary disbursements

for the durable and the non-durable parts of manufacturing personal income in

the forecast period. For the non-manufacturing sectors our "wage" series are

simply the wage and salary disbursements component for each sector, divided by

employment In that sector. Therefore, after we have predicted employment and

the "wage," we simply multiply the two together to obtain the personal income

wage and salary disbursements component.
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In addition to wage and salary disbursements we must also predict "other

labor income" and proprietors income in order to be able to determine Personal

Income.

We find proprietors income in Massachusetts using 8 three-step procedure.

First. we find the parameter that would have yielded the last annual observed

Massachusetts proprietors income for each sector if it had been multiplied by

the product of the Massachusetts share of the Dational output for that industry,

times total U.S. propr~etors income. Second, all of the parameters obtained in

this fashion are adjusted so they would have yielded ·the latest available quar

terly value of total proprietors income for Massachusetts 1f they had been used

in the equation. Finally. these new parameters are multiplied by the Massschu

setts quantity share for each sector times total U.S. proprietors income to

obtain forecasts for sectoral proprietors income. Total proprietors income for

Massachusetts is the sum of the sectoral values.

Other labor income for each sector is the difference between total labor

and proprietors income for that sector. and wage and salary disbursements plus

proprietors income from that sector. Other labor income increases as the

product of the Massachusetts share of employment for each sector times U.S.

other labor income increases.

In order to report total labor and proprietors income by sector. proprietors

and "other labor income" is added to the wage and salary disbursements for each

sector. The sum of the above personal income by sectors yields total labor and

proprietor income by place of work. The derivation of personal income by place

of residence requires four other series. (1) Social insurance contributions.

These are explained by the Massachusetts share of total non-agricultural wage

and salary employment. (2) The residence adjustment. This is forecast using a
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simple time trend to reflect the long-run steady increase 1n suburban location

outside of Massachusetts. (3) Property incomes. These are divided into dividend,

interest and rental income on the basia of the most recent annual data. Again

parameters are found 1n a multistage process to relate the Mal.achuaetta vari

ables to national dividends, national interest income and national rent each

times the Massachusetts proportion of the U.S. capital stock. (4) Transfer

payments. These are divided into unemployment inlurance payments and other

transfers. Changes 1n the former are forecast on the basia of the product of

the Massachusetts unemployment rate and the averBge Massachusetts wag., and

changes In the latter are forecast on the basis of Mas8achuaett" ahare of the

national non-working population multiplied by national tranafer payments. Labor

and proprietors income by place of work, lea. item 1 above and plul items 2-4,

is Massachusetts Personal Income by place of residence.

Disposable Income il found by aubtracting four leriel from Perlonal Income I

(1) Federal income tax~8 paid by Ma'iachusetta relidents. rbie il loracalt to

change .1 the product of the Ma••achulett. ahare of perlonal income time. total

personal income taxes paid in the nation changea. (2) Ma.aechuaetta .tata inco~

taxes, predicted by equation8 explained in the next section. (3) Ma.I.chua.tt.

inheritance taxes, alIa predicted by an equation in the next aection, and (4)

other state and local taxes. Changes in these are related to change, in the

product of our share of perIanal income time. national, state and local taxI,.

Real diaposable income i. found by dividing Maslachu.ettl dilpo.able income by

the BOlton con.umer price index. This i. converted to a per capita baei. by

dividing by the Massachusetts population.
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VI. Local and State Tax Collections and Spending

1. Local Spending and Tax Collections

In this section we assume that local government revenues are equal to local

government spending. However. we do not formally assume that state spending

and state revenues will be equal, even though by statute the proposed state

budget must be balanced. Our decision to make non-public assistance related

state government spending exogenous was designed to allow us to determine

whether or not state income would be adequate to meet anticipated state spending

needs. For some policy simulations, and for long-term forecasting, it may be

appropriate to introduce equations that will make state government spending

endogenous and will restrict the size of state income less state spending.

The local spending equation is based on the demand for public services.

Our argument is that the demand for local spending will increase as all spend-

ing increases. We measure this change in demand by measuring changes in real

personal income. We also argue that as the percentage of the population that is pri

mary and secondary school age increases. so will local government spending. In the

following regression the dependent variable is real local spending plus state

aid. and the explanatory variables are real personal income and the proportion

of the population that is primary and secondary school age.

The Local Spending Regression

Ordinary least squares

Frequency quarterly

Interval 58: 1 to

Left-hand variable:
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Right-hand Estimated Standard T-

variable coefficient error statistic

Constant 0.7"1357 1. 72893 0.451932

LRYPMA 1. 25885 0.207267 6.07356

LPP 0.225494 0.390243 0.577829

R-bar squared: 0.9482

Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for O. gaps):

Standard error of the regression:

0.6977

.548554E-01

LRLGE ~ the log of local property taxes plus state aid, deflated by the

U.S. price index for state and local government spending.

LRYPMA the log of Massachusetts personal income deflated by the Boston

consumer price index.

LPP the log of the proportion of the population that is elementary and

secondary school age.

The Durbin-Watson statistic indicates positive correlation in the residuals.

The coefficient on res1 personal income indicates that local public expenditures

may be a luxury good! With the above equation the value of local property

taxes can be found by subtracting state aid. This property tax is divided by the

Massachusetts capital stock to obtain the average Massachusetts local property

tax rate which then feeds back to the cost of capital [or each sector.

2. State Tax Collections

State r,overnment spending, the amount of state aid to local government,

the amount of state debt service and the amount put into the state pensions

fund, are set exogenously. Public Assistance payments follow the changes in the

trarisfers variable that is predicted in the personal income section.

The reMinder of this sector consists of state tax revenue equations. \,'hile

all tax rates must be known in order to solve the model simultaneously, the only
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tax collections that are required for a simultaneous solution of the model are

those for seasonally adjusted income and estate taxes. Of course. the values

of the other tax collections are of inherent interest to policy makers and must

ultimately feed back to state spending decisions.

A detailed discussion of the tax equations and forcc<luts \,111 be presented in

Chapter 8 below. Here we will lis~ with minimal explanation, the equations used

1n determining each tax. To calculate state revenue collections we predict the

seasonally adjusted tax receipts, and then we apply our seasonal factors in

reverse before calculating the fiscal totals.

First we will present the income tax. Next we will discuss consumer taxes,

starting with the sales tax and then explaining the remaining taxes in alpha

betical order. Finally we will consider business taxes in alphabetical order.

(a) The Income Tax

State income tax revenue is divided into three categories: withholding,

estimated and returns. Withholding taxes are calculated by multiplying the tax

rate for earned income times wage and salary disbursements, less the share of

deductions attributable to earned income. Deductions are based on the number

of children under 18, the number of single returns, the number of joint returns,

and the value of the respective personal deductions for each category. Esti

mated tax collections are based on a formulation that includes the tax rates on

unearned, annuity, and proprietors income. as well as estimates of personal and

business exemptions. Revenue from "returns" is positively related to the rate

of change of personal income. and negatively related to the amount of estimated

and withholding collections.
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The Revenue from Tax Returns Regression

Ordinary least squares

Frequency quarterly

Interval 62: 1 to 72: 3 to

Left-hand variable: RETURNS

Right-hand

variable

Constant

GYPMA

COL

R-bar squared:

Estimated

coefficient

11.2502

259.845

-.864014E-01

0.6599

Standard

error

6.35917

105.359

.100004E-01

T-

statistic

1. 63303

2.46629

-0.63933

Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for 1. gap): 0.8540

Standard error of the regression: 11.0319

where

RETURNS = a smoothed series of payments on tax returns expressed in millions

of dollars at an annual rate.

GYPMA = (yp -yp 4) I YP 4'
t t- t-

COL = withholding plus estimated collections at seasonally adjusted annual

rates.

YP = Massachusetts personal income.

(b) Consumer Taxes

In the current sales tax equation, sales tax revenue is the product of the

sales tax rate and the estimated sales tax base. This base is estimated using

the following equation.

Ordinary least squares

Frequency quarterly

Interval 67.1 to 72.4

Left-hand variable: SALES



Right-hand

variables

Constant

YOHA

Estimated

coefficient

-1456.70

0.352938

Standard

error

653.099

. 315686E-01

T

statistic

-2.23044

11.1800

67

where

R-bar squared: .8435

Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for O. gaps):

Standard error of the regression: 403.537

2.7647

SALES B the sales tax base in seasonally adjusted annual rates in millions

of dollars.

YDMA = personal disposable income in seasonally adjusted annual rates in

millions of dollars.

The six alcoholic beverage revenue equations are all in the same form. The

revenues are predicted by multiplying the rate by the base. The base is found

using the result of regressing the base on real disposable income and the tax

rate divided by the Boston CPl. The first term shows the income effect while

the second shows the effect of substituting away from liquor purchase in

Massachusetts when the real tax is increased. The Regression Results are given

in Table 5 on page 68.

The cigarette tax base is forecast using the following equation:

Ordinary least squares

Frequency quarterly

Interval 60: 3 to 70, 1 70: 4 to 72: 4

Left-hand variable: eres



TABLE 2-5

THE ALCOHOLIC BEVERA.GE TAX BASE REGRESSIONS
INTERVAl 63:1 TO 72:4 '"'"

The Tax The The The The The I- The The The Dependent Tax
Base for Constant Coefficient Stat.istic Coefficient Statistic Durbin- Corrected Standard Variable Rate

Term for RYD for RYD for TR i for TRi lolatson .2 Error Units Units

CPIBi CPIB
i

Stat.istic

~1alt $' s per
beverages ~ .0 .00016 10.3 -69.24 -2.6 1.40 .74 .1595 Barrels Barrel

Sparkling S's per
,",'ine -1. 5 .00016 11. 3 -177.24 -1.9 .32 .80 .1308 Gallons Gallon

Still wine -.45 .00102 10.9 -2747.6 -5.3 .38 .75 .7471 Gallons S's per
Gallon

Liquor - S's per
Less than 15 -.22 ,OOOO!. 10.7 -18.9 -1.9 2.11 .81 , .2894 Gallons Gallon
percent

.... iquor - S's per
Be t\<-'ee.n 15 3.59 .00077 13.8 -191. 3 -4.3 1. 20 .86 .4529 Gallons Gallon
i,no 50
p""rcent

L_quor - S's per
Grea ter than -.007 .000002 11.4 -.57 -4.3 1. 35 .78 .1347 Gallons Gallon
50 percent

\.here

RYD ~ real disposable income.

TRi'CPlBi ~ the tax rate divided by the Boston consumer price index.



Right-hand Estimated Standard T-

variable coefficient error statistic

Constant 699.935 47.4561 14.7491

RYDHA .749716E-03 .293236E-02 0.255669

0651&2 174.424 29.7594 5.86116

067 -72.1196 21. 6022 -3.33853

R-bar squared: 0.4902

69

where

Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for 1. gap):

Standard error of the regression: 40.9495

1. 9831

eIGS % the cigarette tax base in packs of cigarettes per year.

RYDMA = real disposable income.

0651&2 = 1 during 65:1 and 65:2; 0 otherwise.

067 = 1 during 1967; a otherwise.

The tax base for deeds is forecast using the following equation.

Ordinary least squares

Frequency quarterly

Interval 60: 2 to 74: 4

I
Left-hand variable: DEEDS

Right-hand Estimated Standard T-

variable coefficient error statistic

Constant . 556678E-01 0.472671 0.117773

YPMA .249562E-03 .220870E-04 11. 2990

QTDEEDR -148.454 89.4729 -1. 65920

R-bar sq uared: 0.7784

Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for O. gaps): 0.8018

Standard error of the regression: 0.773929
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where

DEEDS a the tax base for deeds 1n millions of dollars at a seasonally

adjusted annual rate.

YPMA = Massachusetts personal income in millions of dollars at a seasonally

adjusted annual rate.

QTDEEDR = the tax rate for de ods in percent divided by the Boston Consumer

Price Index (.....hen this equation is reestimated we plan to omit

this variable!).

Our forecast for Inheritance and estate taxe9 Is currently exogenous. The

inheritance tax in Massachusetts has recently been changed to an estate tax.

Our prediction equation for the meals tax base is based on the following

regression equation, plus an add factor to allow for the elimination of the

one dollar exemption.

Ordinary least squares

Frequency quarterly

Interval 60: 3 to

Left-hand variable:

Right-hand

variable

Constant

YOMA

Estimated

coef Hcien t

-304.681

394178£-01

Standard

error

34.8298

.201813£-02

T

statistic

-8.74771

19.5319

where

R-bar squar~d: 0.8859

Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for O. gaps): 0.30J8

Standard ermr of the regression: 59.8475

MEALS ~ the meals tax base in millions of dollars at seasonally adjusted

annual rates.

YD~~ 3 Massachusetts disposable income.
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The prediction equation for the motor fuel tax base comes from the following

regression:

Ordinary least squares

Frequency quarterly

Interval 60: 3 to

Left-hand variable:

72: 4

FUEL

Right-hand

variable

Constant

RYDHA

Estimated

coefficient

-760.932

0.162772

Standard

error

187.377

.114873E-Ol

T-

statistic

-4.06097

14.1697

where

R-bar squared: 0.8030

Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for O. gaps): 0.3915

StandJrd error of the regression: 167.474

fUEL = the base for the motor fuel tax in gallons of taxable fuel.

RYDMA = Massachusetts real disposable income.

The prediction equation for the Room Occupancy tax base comes from the

following equation:

Ordinary least squares

Frequency quarterly

Int~rval 66: ) to 66, 4 67: 3 to 72, 4

Left-hand variable: ROOM

Right-hand

variable

Constant

YDU

Estimated

coefficient

-14.5950

0.190501

Standard

error

11. 9955

.178079£-01

T-

statistic

-1. 21671

10.6976

l

R-bar squared: 0.8314

nurbin-Hatson st.Lltistic (adjusted for 1.

St:llldard error of the regression:

gap): 0.8497

7.99615
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where

ROOM = the room occupancy tax base in millions of dollars.

YOU = U.S. disposable income 1n bill Ions of dollars ~t seasonally adjusted

annual rates.

(c) Business Taxes

The taxes on banks are divided into commercial bank and savings banks taxes.

The following regression is the basis for predicting the commercial bank tax

base:

Ordinary least squares

Frequency quarterly

Interval 60: 3 to

Left-hand variable: NBINC

Right-hand

variable

Constant

YPMA

Estimated

coefficient

64.0011

.259146E-02

Standard

error

11. 2941

. 515482E-43

T-

statistic

5.71989

5.02776

R-bar squared: 0.2987

Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for O.

Standard error of the regression:

where

gaps): 0.4871

25.0374

NBtNC = the tax base for commercial bank taxes in millions.

YPMA s Massachusetts personal income.

The following equation is used to predict savings bank tax revenues. Here

we depart from our usual practice of predicting a tax by multiplying the appro-

priate tax rate times its base, because we have two rates in this case and no

way to segregate the revenues.
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Ordinary least squares

Frequency quarterly

Interval 61: 1 to 74: 4

Left-hand variable: SBREV

Right-hand Estimated

variable coefficient

Constant -10.4807

YPMA .852250£-03

QETRSBI 159.448

QETRSBD 249.715

R-bar squared: 0.9811

Standard T-

error statistic

0.781558 -13.4100

.332522£-04 25.6299

51.8502 3.07518

121. 760 2.05089

Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for O. gaps): 0.2151

Standard error of the regression: 0.805943

J
where

SBREV = tax collections from savings banks in millions of annual dollars.

YPMA = Massachusetts personal income.

QETRSBI 3 the savings bank tax rate on income.

QETRSBD the tax rate on savings bank deposits.

]

1

Corporation taxes are levied both on corporate net income and on corporate

equipment and inventory property. In addition there is an investment tax

credit. We use the Massachusetts stock of non-residential structures and business

equipment relative to the U.S., times a six quarter moving average of U.s. cor

porate profits, as an estimate of the income base. We use the corporate tax rate

on property times our estimate of the value of the ~~ssachusetts equipment and

inventory stock as our property income estimate, and we use the investment tax

credit times our predicted equipment investment to estimate the value of the

investment tax credit deduction. \-'e use changes in the sum of these three com

ponent.s to predict changes in tax collections from corporations.
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We use the following equation to predict insurance company tax revenues.

In this case we use an index of insurance tax rates times this equation in the

[

[

[
forecast period to forecast revenues.

rates.

Ordinary least squares

Frequency quarterly

The index is set at 1.00 for current tax

[

[

Interval 61: 1 to 74, 4 I
Left-hand variable: INSREV

Right-hand Estimated Standard T-

variable coefficient error statistic

Constant -17.4784 3.01332 -5.80036

YPMA .258559E-02 . 135931E-03 19.0213

R-bar squared: 0.8677

[

Durbin-Watson statistic (adjusted for a gaps): 0.1106

Standard error of the regression:

....here

6.40747

INS REV = the value of insurance tax revenue collections

Public Utility and Miscellaneous tax revenues are predicted exogenously.

For purposes of simulation the public utility tax projection is multiplied by an

index of public utility taxes which is equal to one at current tax rates.

In addition to tax revenues there are other revenue categories. Racing tax

revenues and lottery revenues are based on changes in Massachusetts disposable

income. Motor vehicle revenues are based on an eight quarter average of Massach

usetts disposable income. Fees and Assessments depend on changes in the consumer

price index. Federal Reimbursements depend 1n part on changes 1n Massachusetts

welfare payments. Revenue sharing depends on our share of U.S. personal tax

collections and on contra cyclical payments.
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After adding together revenue from all sources we obtain a "Total State

Income" value. This value is total receipts less funds from the sale of bonds.

Likewise our "total state spending" value is also net of bond fund expenditure.

In our opinion the "Income less spending" value that results from subtracting

total state spending from total state income gives the best single measure of

the condition of the state budget that we know of.

VII. State Government Policy Instruments

Once a control forecast has been made with the Massachusetts Economic

Policy Analysis (MEPA) Model, alternative forecasts can be made to "tryout"

alternative state government policies. Valuable insights about the economic

consequences of alternative state policies can be gained by comparing the out-

comes from these alternative simulations with the control forecast. The MEPA

Model has 33 policy variables that can be directly maqipulated by the state

government. and 3 fuel cost variables that might be indirectly manipulated by

the state government. The policy instruments fall into five categories:

(1) Direct Consumer Taxes. (2) Personal Tax Parameters. (3) Government Spending

Instruments, (4) Business Taxes and Credits and (5) Fuel Cost Variables. The

Policy instruments in each category are listed and discussed in this section.

L Direct Consumer Tax Rates

L Sales 6. Cigarette 10. Liquor less
than 10%

2. Property 7. Malt beverage lL Liquor 15-50%

3. Meals 8. Sparkling wine 12. Liquor 50% +

,4. Room Occupancy 9. Still wine 13. Deeds

5. Motor fuel
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All of these tax rates can be directly changed by the state government with

the exception of the property tax. This tax can be changed by changing the amount [

of state aid. Given our predicted value for local government spending, changes in

state aid would lead directly to changes in local property taxes.

All of the taxes in this category directly affect the value of the Boston

consumer price index. Thus, the first impact of any tax increase will be to re-

duce real income and thus consumer purchases. The ramifications of these direct

changes on employment wages, tax ~ollections. etc., will reverberate throughout

the model. The property tax will also affect business costs. as explained below.

2. Personal Tax Parameters

1. Earned income tax rate 5. Personal exemption for
dependents

2. Unearned income tax rate 6. Personal exemption for rhe
elderly

3. Annuity income tax rate 7. Personal exemption fur single
returns

4. Personal exemption for the blind 8. Personal exemption for joint
returns (including working
spouse credit)

Changes in these tax rates or exemptions will directly affect disposable in-

corne and, therefore, spending, employment, wages, exports from Massachusetts, etc.

It should also be noted that by shifting the rates and exemptions in opposite di-

rections, the progressivity of the tax system can be changed.

3. Government Spending Instruments

1. Total Government Spending less Welfare Expenditures

2. Debt Service

3. Pension Fund Contributions

4. Local Aid

Changes in total spending, of course. change government employment as well

as the direct demands from the private economy that come from government spending.

I
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Debt Service and Pension Fund contributions do not ~encrntc direct demand and

thus have different impacts than other government spending. As mentioned, changes

in local aid will indirectly change property tax rates.

4. Business Taxes

1. Corporate profit tax rate 6. Insurance tax rate index

2.

3.

4.

Equipment and l11ventorytax rate

Investment tax credit

National hanks tax rate

7. Public utility profits tax rate

8. Property tax (also li~ted above)

9. Vnemployment insurance tax rate

5. Savings bank tax rate

Each of these tax rates affect cusiness costs. One effect of chanRing busi-

nBSS costs is to change business location decisions. Another is to influence

r~lative factor intensities. Still another is to indirectly change the price of

final products. As the effects from changing anyone of these taxes radiates

through the economy it influences every endogenous variable in the model.

5. Fuel Cost Variables

1. Industrial fuel costs

2. Commercial fuel costs

3. Residential fuel costs

While fuel costs cannot I::e directly controlled by state government, ntate

regulation and other policies might be used to change these costs. Each of the

three fuel cost categories will influence the economy differently.

Policy simulations that do not use the above instru~ents can often be per-

formed by doing preliminary economic analyses to quanti fy all the direct effects

of the policy alternative in question. Once the direct effects have been calcu-

lated. the model can be used to calcul.. te all the 2nd.

effects of the policy alternative under consideration.

tillcd, and n round lndirect
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CHAPTER 3

AN OVERVIEW OF THE CONTROL FORECAST

Our control forecast uses inputs from a U.S. economic forecast that is mod

erately optimistic. I • Tn the U.S. forecast national real per capita income is

forecast to increase by fourteen percent from 1976 to 1980 and the U.S. unemploy-

ment rate is predicted to drop from its current rate of about eight percent to

shout five percent in ]980.

In our control.forecast Massachusetts per capita real disposable income 10-

creases by thirteen percent from 1976 to 1980 and the Massachusetts unemployment

rate drops, from our current predicted rate for the first quarter of 1977 of

slightly less than nine percent, to about six percent at the end of 1980.

An important feature of our forecast is our predicted increase in Massachusetts

manufacturing employment from 586 thousand in 1976 to 684 thousand in 1980. This

~hange represents slightly under 17 percent growth over the five years co~pared

to a predicted gain of over 12 percent jn the nation. Our predicted growth for

Massachusetts ie s1owp.r than the national growth from 1976 to 1977 but faster there-

after. The three factors ~hich lead to our projection of more rapid manufacturing

growth in Massachusetts after 1977 than in the nation as a whole are:

1) The cost of manufacturing production in Massachusetts relative to the

nation has been falling In the last few years in many industries. On the

" average the drop in the average cost per unit of output for Massachusetts

1. "The Data Resources Review". February 1977 - \\'e have adjusted the wage
increase prediction in the DRI forecast to make it consistent with the
rest of the DR! forecast. The forecast used was the control forecast
made January 31, 1977.

I
I
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manufacturing relative to the U.S. average has been two percent since

1973. This two percent can be compared with an average profit rate of

from five to six percent on sales by U.S. firms. This drop in costs

is forecast to lead firms to expand and locate in Massachusetts.

2) The drop in costs has come about from drQPP.in3 re1:ative r.bo:i' costa in

most industries. The drop in labor costs should encourage Massachusetts

firms to undertake more labor using forms of production than they would

have undertaken if cur wages had moved exactly 3S national wages have.

3) Massachusetts has a more than proportional representation in the

equipment manufacturing sector. This sector of U.S. manufacturing is

forecast to grow at a more rapid rate than average manufacturing growth

from 1978 through 1980 as a capital goods expansion takes place in the U.S.

Our prediction [or growth in non-manufacturing employment shows a varied pat

tern. The export service sector grows somewhat less rapidly than services in the

nation because our costs (especially wage costs) have been rising more rapidly

than they have in the nation in this sector. This factor combined with a very

slightly lower growth in final demand in Massachusetts than in the nation leads to

growth in all of the non-manufacturing sectors except construction at slightly

below the national average growth rate. Construction employment grows more rapidly

in Massachusetts than in the nation because even a return to moderate economic

growth in Massachusetts implies a substantial growth in Massachusetts construction.

We have computed three indexes to give an overvie~ of the forecast. The values

of the indexes in the forecast period are shown on the Summary Table (Tables 3-1

and 3-2) at the end of this chapter.

The first index is the employment rate index. It shows the percent of the popu-

lation 16 and over employed in non-agricultural wage and salAry employment in
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Massachusetts relative to the percent of that group that was so employed in 1973.

The predicted increases in the index is from 100.3 in 1976 to 105.1 in 1980. Over

the forecast period this experience 1s in line with the national result. The ratio

of Massachusetts total ettployment as measured by the household survey to the Massa

chusetts population 1s forecast to follow a simular pattern and it should have shown

a simular time path historically but it has not. We find the discrepancy between

the historical change in the Massachusetts Non-agricultural Wage and Salary employ

ment series and the household survey series disturbing. Another disturbing deve

lopment 1s a growing difference between the reported and the 202 employment series

in 1976. (Our adjustments for this are explained in Chapter S.)

The second index that we show is the real per capita disposable income index.

It should be the beat single measure of changes in the economic well-being of the

citizens of Massachusetts. In 1976 the index was at 97.7 percent of the 1973 level;

by 1980 we predict that it will he at 110.2 percent of the 1973 level.

The third index type is the Massachusetts relative Business prodoction cost

index set. The calculation of relative costs is described in detail on pages 30

through 35 above. Each index is the weighted average of the cost indexes for its

component sector series. As described in Chapter 2 these sector relative cost in

dexes take into account all costs including relative wage rates, unemployment

insurance costs, fuel costs, local property taxes. state busine6s taxes, investment

tax credits, costa of intermediate goods, etc.
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february 1977
Table 3-1

CONTROL fORECAST

SUMMARY TABLE
MASSACHUSETTS ECONOMIC POLICY ANALYSIS MODEL

(Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rates)

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Employment--Nonag. W. • s. 2,273 2,310 2,349 2,422 2,"95 2,558
J Change - 3.8 1.7 1.7 3.1 3.0 2.5

Manufacturing 577 586 59'1 629 657 68"
%Change -8.7 1.5 1.9 5.3 ".6 ".1

Non-Manufacturing 1,695 1,725 1.752 1,793 I,B37 1,874
',I. Change -2.0 1.7 1.6 2.3 2.5 2.0

Unemployment Rate 1 1. 1 9.5 B.3 7.5 6.8 6.3

Employment Rat€' Index· 99.1 100.3 100.1 102.3 103.9 105.1

J Change -2.3 1.2 0.3 1.6 1.6 1.2

Relative to U.S. Index· 97.5 96.6 96.0 96.1 96." 96."

Rate of Wage Change 8.6 7.3 9.3 9.2 B.2 8.7
Wage Index ReI. to U.S.- 98.3 98.3 9B.9 98.6 98.7 9B.9

Avg. Weekly Hours in Mfg. 39.3 39.9 "0.3 "0.5 "0.5 "0 .5

Rate of Price Inflation 9.0 8.2 5.9 5." 5.3 5.6
Relative to U.S. CPl· 99.2 101.5 101. 1 10 I. I 101.2 10 I.:"

:lersonal Income (mil$) 35,56B 39,073 42,881 "'1,352 52,207 57,616
" Change 8.3 9.9 9.7 10.4 10.3 lO.1i

Disposable Income (mil$) 30,717 31,260 36,826 1.,0,170 "3,950 "8,083
%Change 9.7 8.3 10.7 9.1 9." 9."

Real Per Cap. D. I. Index· 98.1 97.7 101.5 104.2 107.3 110.2

Relative to U.S.· 100.7 97.7 97.8 97. 3 97.1 96.7

Rel. Business Cost Index· 99.7 99.3 99.5 99.3 99." 99.5
Manufacturing* 98.9 9B. I 98.1 98.0 98.1 98. ,
Non-Manufacturing- 100.1 99.9 100. \ 99.9 100.0 100.2

-Indexes equal 100 in ::::alendar 1973 .
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Table 3-2

CONTROL FORECAST

I SUMMARY TABLE
MASSACHUSETTS ECONOMIC POLICY ANALYSIS MODEL

(Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rates)

77: I 77 :2 77 :3 77:ij 78: 1 78:2

Employment--Nonag. W. • S. 2,320 2,341 2,359 2,375 2a93 2,1I15
J Change -0.7 3.7 3. 1 2.8 3.0 3.7

Manufacturing 584 593 502 509 515 627
S Change -ij .6 6.3 6.4 4.7 4.9 7.2

Non-Manufacturing 1,736 1,748 1,757 1,765 1,777 1,788
S Change 0.6 2.6 2.0 2.1 2.4 2.5

Unemployment Rate 6.9 8.4 6. I 6.0 7.9 7.5

Employment Rate Index- 99.9 100.5 100.9 101.2 101.6 102.2
S Change -0.3 2.3 1.7 1.3 1.6 2. 1

Relative to U.S. lndex- 95.9 96.0 96.0 96.0 96.1 96.1

Rate of Wage Change 9. I 13.0 9.2 9.5 9.8 7.1
Wage Index ReI. to U.S.- 96.8 96.9 99.1 98.6 96.6 96.6

Avg. Weekly Hours in Mfg. 1I0. 1 40.3 ijO.4 40.4 ijO.5 40.6

Rate of Price Inflation 9.6 6.5 5.6 5.6 5.2 4.9
Relative to U.S. CPl- 101.0 101 . I 101.2 101.2 10 1.2 101 . I

Personal Income (milS) 40,913 42,472 43,520 4ij,619 45,639 ij6,711
J Change 6.0 16. I 10.2 10.5 9.5 9.7

Disposable Income (miU) 34,967 37,291 37,092 37,935 38,614 39,693
S Change 9.8 29.1 -2.1 9.4 9.6 9.4

Real Per Cap. D.I. Index· 96.9 103.5 101.4 102.1 102.9 103.6
Relative to U.S.- 96.2 98.0 97.6 97.3 97.3 97.3

ReI. Business Cost Index- 99.4 99.5 99.6 99.5 99.4 99.3
Manufacturing- 98.0 96.1 96.2 98.2 96.0 96.0
Non-Manufacturing- 100.0 100.1 100.2 100.1 100.0 99.9

-Indexes equal 100 in calendar 1973.
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CHAPTER 4

SOME ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE CONTROL FORECAST

The forecast values for many of the HErA model variables are presented in the

Tables at the end of this chapter. Since most of the tables are self explanatory

and since only a few minor departures were made from a straightforward use of the

HEPA model 1n making the forecast, the text of this chapter will be brief. It will

be confined to notes explaining the parts of Tables that require explanation and

to pointing out the few judgmental interventions that were made in making the

forecast.

Table 4-1 summarizes the employment forecast. This forecast starts with the

projection of Massachusetts export production as shown in Table 4-2. In this Table

the values shown for "Construction" and "Transportation and Utilities" are the

exogenous components of the foreca8t for these industries. The multiplicative

factor used for predicting }~ssachusetts exports (found by dividing the quantity of

exports from }~ssachu$etts by U.S. production) was set at the average of this value

in the last t\olO quarters of 1976 in all hut four cases. They are shown in Table

q-J. Por the fUTTliture export;) equation it was set at the average of all 1976

quarters, for rubber it was SEt at the value of the last quarter of 1976, f"r

electrical equipment it was r~duced by 5.5% from the last 2 quarters of the 1976

average and for printin~ it was reduced by q percent from the last two qunrters of

1976 average. These four adjustments were made after a careful examination of the

forecast with Richard Ring of the Division of Employment Security and with Benjamin

Stevens of The Regional Science Research Institute. They were made to take into

account factors that were not included in the mechanical lise of the last t"t-:o quarters

of 1976 as an average value for the multiplicative factor. The multipl~catlve

factor is really the proportion of national output in each industry that would be

acc01lOterl for by exports from Y18ssachusetts if tl ere .. .:l:"e no changes in the movinR

I
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average of ~~ssachusetts relative costs 1n the forecast period.

-
•

The current relative costs of Massachusetts production are shown in Table 4-4.

The five-year moving average~ of the relative costs that are used in the forecast

are shown in Table 4-5. The labor intensities used to convert from quantity

predictions to employment values are shown in Table 4-6. The Employment that depends

on local demand is shown in Table 4-7.

·I
•

·I.
:I

(I
I

Returning to the second page of Table II-I, vle find that the adjustment betwefi'o

"Total Hassachusetts Jobs" and "Total Employment" as reported in the CPS survey is

22.3 thousand in 1975 and negative In the forecast period. In 1973 this adjustment

was 137.2 thousand;!n 1974 it was 94.6 thousand. Since the adjustment is made to

account for people holding two jobs and for the residence adjustment it should not

change by very much from year to year. This change in the difference between the

202 series and the CPS series over a period of four years is disturbing. The

change \ol'ould have been even greater if we had not made the adjustments to the 1976

values of the 790 series which sre explained in Chapter 5.

We have reduced the Massachusetts population equation forecast by 18 thousand

and the Massachusetts labor force equation forecast by 42 thousand over the

I forecast period. These adjustments were made to compensate for apparent short-

J

1
I

comings in the equations when used as forecasting equations.

Tables 4-8 and 4-9 show Hassachusetts export employment anrl total employment!

expressed as a percent of the forecast employments for the U.S.

Table 4-10 shows the Wages and Salaries forecasts for the Massachusetts sectors.

The Personal incc'lMe forecasts are shown in Table 4-11. All of these forecasts

were made as explained on pages 60-62 above with one exception. TIle state unemploy-

mC'nt henef1tfi p.. ymentl'> were adjllstc'(! on the' hilSis of fourth quart£"r J976 values.

The latest data available for all other personal income values was the third

quarter of 197fi. The fourth quarter 1976 values were found using adjusted 790

series employment data.

OU<lrterly values (or the first six quartl?rs of the for~Cilst <ln~ p,iven in
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Tables 4-12 and 4-13.

All state tax rates were held constant over the forecast period. State govern

ment demand was pro1ected to increase by 15 percent in nominal dollars from 1976 to

1980.

Three important endogenous variables not shown in the tables are the invest

ment variables. Residential investment is projected to increase from $.86 billion

in 1976 to $1.09 billion in 1977, $1.30 billion in 1978, $1.51 billion in 1979 and

$1.81 billion in 1980. Non residential construction is $.71, $.84. $1.05, $1.31

and $1.64 billion in the respective years. Investment in ~~ssachusetts plant

and equipment starts at a rate of $.9 billion in 1976 and grow to $1.69 billion

in 1980.
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CONTROL FORECAST

EMPLOYMENT IN MASSACHUSETTS
(Thousands of People, Seasonally Adjusted)

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Manufacturing 517 .2 585.6 596.7 628.5 657.4 684.4
As J of U.S. 3.15 3.09 3.07 3.13 3.18 3.21

Durables 319.4 321.4 329.6 350.9 369.8 388.4
Ordnance (19) 20.5 19.2 19.6 21.4 23.0 24.3
Lumber (24) 3.6 3.8 4.2 4.6 4.9 5.3
Furniture (25) 8.5 8.5 8.6 9.1 9.5 10.0
Stone, Clay, etc. (32) 11.8 11.8 12.0 12.6 12.9 13.3
Primary Metals (33) 17.9 18.2 19.2 20.5 21.7 22.7
Fabricated Metals (34) 39.9 40.8 42.6 44.8 46.8 49.0
Non-elee. Machin. (35) 74.7 75.8 79.8 85.6 91.3 97.3
Elee. Equipment (36) 84.3 83.6 82.4 87.8 92.9 97.8
Transport. Equip. (31) 18.8 19. 1 20.1 21.7 22.7 23.4
Instruments (38) 39.3 40.6 41.1 42.8 44.0 45.5

Nondurables 257.8 264.2 267.0 217 .6 287.6 296.0
Food (20) 29.3 29.4 29.2 29.7 30.1 30.4
Textlle:s (22) 25.7 27.5 27.7 28.5 29.4 30.0
Apparel (23) 40.8 41.8 41.3 42.3 43.6 44.8
Paper (26) 27.7 28.5 29.6 30.9 32.0 33.1
Printing (27) 41.5 41.3 40.7 42. 1 43.5 44.4
Chemicals (28) 18.7 19.4 19.9 21.1 22.3 23.2
Rubber (30) 29.1 29.5 31.3 32.7 33.7 34.7
Leather (31) 20.5 21.2 20.7 21.9 23.0 23.8
Other Nondurables (39) 24.5 25.7 26.7 28.5 30.1 31.6

Nonmanufacturing 1695.4 1724.6 1752.1 1793.0 1837.2 1873.6

~ Contraot Construction 77.3 70.8 72.5 76.0 78.0 80.2

/ Transport & Utilities 114.0 112.8 113. 1 114.9 116.9 118.4

Wholesale & Retail Trade 510.6 523.5 532.1 548.4 564.1 575.6

J Finance, Insurance, etc. 134.8 133.9 137.2 141.8 148.0 153.4

V-Services & H18cellaneous 494.5 518.0 530.3 540.5 552.0 559.9

Government 364.3 365.7 366.9 371.4 378.3 386.1
oIf'ederal 57.7 57.0 56.4 57.8 59.0 60.6
.;State 85.0 83.3 83.9 83.5 85.3 87.3

Local 221. 7 225.4 226.6 230.1 234.0 238.2

I
Nonag. Wage & Sal. Employ.' 2272.6 2310.2 2348.8 2421.6 2494.6 2558.0

As J of U.S. 2.95 2.92 2.90 2.90 2.90 2.90

I 'EMPLOYMENT REVIEW concept.
Continued
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1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Nonag. Wage &Sal. Employ.' 2272.6 2310.2 23·8.8 2.21.6 2'9•. 6 2558.0

Plus: All Other Nonag. 153.6 151. 1 153.7 157.7 161.6 16'.6

Plus: Agriculture 26.0 25.7 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6

Total Mass. Jobs 2'52.2 2.86.9 2529.0 2605.8 2682.8 27'9.2

Less: Adjustaents" 22.3 -10.9 -11.0 - 11 .-4 -11. 7 -12.0

Total Employment'" 2429.9 2497.8 2540.1 2617.2 269'.5 2761.2
As S of U.S. 2.87 2.86 2.83 2.83 2.84 2.85

Hass. Population 5831. 7 5862.3 5898.0 5943.9 5997.8 6050.1
As S or u.s. 2.73 2.72 2.72 2.72 2.71 2.71

HaSl!l. Populn. 16 and Over 4228.8 '293.8 4353.2 .413.7 4473.2 4529.8

Mass. Employment Rate···· 57.5 58.2 58.3 59.3 60.2 61.0
Indexed to 1973 99.1 100.3 100.7 102.3 103.9 105. 1

U.S. Employment Rate 55.3 56.1 56.6 57.4 58.0 58.5
Mass. Index ReI. To U.S. 97.5 96.6 96.0 96. , 96.4 96.4

Labor Force 2734.8 2761.0 2771.0 2829.9 2890.8 29.6.6

Participation Rate 6•. 7 65 .• 63.7 64.1 64.6 65.0
U.S. Participatlor. Rate 60 .• 60.7 61.1 61.. 61.8 62.0

Number of Unemployed 305.0 252.5 230.9 212.7 196.2 185 .•

Unemployment Rate 11. 1 9.5 8.3 7.5 6.8 6.3
u.s. Unemployment Rate 8.5 7.7 7.. 6 .• 6.0 5.6

'EMPLOYMENT REVIEW concept.
"Adjustments for double counting and place of residence.

"'MASSACHUSETTS TRENDS concept.
····Total employment divided by the population sixteen and over.
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EXPORT EMPLOYMENT IN MASSACHUSETTS
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[

MULTIPLICATIVE ADJUSTMENT FACTORS [USED TO PREDICT EXPORT EMPLOYMENT

76: 1 76:2 76:3 76:4 17: 1 17:2 I
Manufacturing I

Durable~

Ordnance (19) 0.09231 0.09179 0.08821 0.08857 0.08839 0.08839
Lumber (211) 0.00369 0.00382 0.00380 0.00373 0.00317 0.00317
Furniture (25) 0.01351 0.01295 0.01207 0.01278 0.01283 0.01283
Stone, Clay, etc. (32 ) 0.01385 0.01333 0.01359 0.01386 0.01373 0.01373
Primary Hetal~ (33) 0.00680 0.00661 0.00647 0.00653 0.00650 0.00650
Fabricated Metals (34) 0.02001 0.02017 0.02024 0.02021 0.02023 0.02023
Non-elec. Machin. (35 ) 0.02883 0.02862 0.02815 0.02853 0.02834 0.02834
Elee. Equipment (36) 0.04273 0.04228 0.04117 0.04012 0.03871 0.03871
Transport. Equip. (31)

Hotor Vehicles (371) 0.00474 0.00449 0.00453 0.00448 0.00450 0.00450
Exc. Hot. Veh. (310) 0.01499 0.01557 0.01604 0.01651 0.01628 0.01628

Instruments (38) 0.08967 0.08972 0.09001 0.09102 0.09051 0.09051

Nondurables
Food (20) 0.00175 0.00754 0.00715 0.00736 0.00726 0.00726
Textiles (22) 0.02501 0.02434 0.02389 0.02366 0.02378 0.02378
Apparel (23) 0.02870 0.02861 0.02821 0.02852 0.02837 0.02837
Paper (26) 0.01865 0.01860 0.01814 0.01780 0.01797 0.01797
Printing (21) 0.02265 0.02207 0.02126 0.02026 0.01993 0.01993
Chemicals (28) 0.01417 0.01412 0.01369 0.01385 0.01317 0.01317
Rubber (30) 0.03230 0.03257 0.03354 0.03098 0.03098 0.03098
Leather (31) 0.08002 0.08157 0.07920 0.07956 0.07938 0.07938
Other Nondurables (J9 ) 0.04891 0.04928 0.04914 0.04986 0.04950 0.04950

Nonmanufacturing
Contract Construction 0.00188 0.00260 0.00160 0.00147 0.00154 0.00154
Transport &Utilities 0.00376 0.00415 0.00345 0.00347 0.00346 0.00346
Wholesale & Retail Trade 0.00292 0.00269 0.00234 0.00227 0.00230 0.00230
Finance, Insurance, etc. 0.00374 0.00397 0.00312 0.00298 0.00305 0.00305
Services & Miscellaneous 0.00924 0.00970 0.0097\ 0.00980 0.00975 0.00975
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I]- CURRENT COSTS IN MASSACHUSBTTS RELATIVE TO THE U.S.

I] 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

I] Manufacturing

Our-abIes

I Ordnance (19) 0.966 0.961 J.963 0.961 0.962 0.963
Lumber (24) 0.965 0.929 0.92~ 0.922 0.923 0.92~

Furniture (25) 1.039 1.025 1.031 1.029 1.029 1.030

I
Stone, Clay, etc. (32) 1.067 1.052 1.050 1.0~8 1.0~9 1.050
Primary Hetals (33) 0.931 0.913 0.911 0.909 0.910 0.911
Fabricated Metals (3~) 0.990 0.978 0.977 0.976 0.976 0.977

1
Non-elec. Machin. (35) 0.993 0.978 0.980 0.978 0.979 0.980
Elec. Equipment (36) 1.003 0.99~ 0.998 0.996 0.997 0.998
Transport. Equip. <37 )

I
Motor Vehicles (371) 0.991 0.985 0.992 0.991 0.991 0.992
Exc. Hot. Veh. (370) 0.988 0.982 0.989 0.988 0.989 0.989

Instruments (38) 1.060 1.06~ 1.062 1.061 1.062 1.062

I Nondurables
Food (20) 1.017 1 .0 1~ 1.015 1 .014 1.015 1.016
Textiles (22) 1.055 1.0~2 1.036 1.034 1.035 1.036

I
Apparel (23) 1.0114 1.040 1.039 1.037 1.038 1.039
Paper (26) 0.976 0.966 0.963 0.961 0.962 0.963

,I Printing (21) 0.999 1.005 1.005 1.004 1.005 1.006
Chemicals (28) 1.018 1.009 1.009 1.008 1.009 1.010

I Rubber (30) 1.018 1.020 1 .021 1 .019 1.020 1.021
Leather (31) 1.074 1.043 1.04~ 1.041 1.042 1.044
Other Nondurables (39) 1 .012 1.010 1. 0 11 1.009 1.010 1 •all

Nonmanutacturing
Contract Construction 1.066 1.000 1.007 1.005 1.006 1.007
Transport & Utilities 1.038 1.016 1.013 1.011 1.013 1. 0 1~

Wholesale & Retail Trade 1.00~ 1.005 1.008 1.005 1.007 1.008
Finance, Insurance, etc. 1.060 1.048 1.0~9 1.048 1.050 1.051
Services &Miscellaneous 1.042 1.059 1.061 1.059 1.060 1.061

"

..

..
I I
I I
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FIVE-YEAR MOYING AVERAGE COSTS IN MASSACHUSETTS, RELATIVE TO THE U.S. I

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 I
Manufacturing I

Durables
Ordnance ( 19) 0.983 0.983 0.975 0.969 0.965 0.963

ILumber (2£1) 1.009 0.994 0.974 0.955 0.940 0.929
Furniture (25) 1.026 1.029 1.030 1.030 1.030 1.030
Stone, Clay, etc. <32 ) 1.083 1.078 1.070 1.063 1.057 1.051
Primary Metals (33) 0.956 0.944 0.932 0.924 0.917 0.914 IFabricated Metals (34) 0.997 0.994 0.988 0.984 0.981 0.979
Non-elec. Machin. <35 ) 1 .010 1.004 0.996 0.989 0.984 0.980
Elec. EQuip~ent (36) 1 . a12 1.011 1.006 1.002 0.999 0.997 ITransport. Equip. <37 )

Motor Vehicles (371) 1.010 1.00il 0.999 0.994 0.991 0.990
Exc. Hot. Veh. <370 ) 1.008 1.002 0.997 0.992 0.988 0.987

Instruments <38 ) 1.050 1.056 1.060 1.062 1.062 1.062

Nondurables
Food (20) 1.021 1.020 1 .018 1 .016 1.015 1.015
Textiles (22 ) 1.064 , .062 1.055 1.048 1.042 1.039
Apparel (23) 1.052 1.051 1.048 1.044 1.041 1.039
Paper (26) 0.996 0.991 0.983 0.975 0.969 0.965
Printing (21) 1.021 1 .018 1 •a12 1.007 1.004 1.004
Che_teals (28) 1.040 1.034 1.026 1 •019 1.013 1.010
Rubber (30) 1.017 1.019 1 .a19 1.019 1.019 1.020
Leather (31) 1.073 1.070 1.064 1.057 1.052 1.047
Other Nondurables <39 ) 1.031 1.027 1.021 1.016 1.012 1.010

Nonmanuracturing
Contract Construction 1.055 1.051 1.038 1.028 1.021 1.012
Transport & Utilities 1.040 1.038 1.030 1.02_ 1.020 1.016
Wholesale & Retail Tr~de 1 .010 1.008 1.006 1.004 1.004 1.006
Finance. Insurance, etc. 1.067 1.065 1.058 1.053 1.051 1.051
Services &Miscell~neous 1.040 1.045 1.047 1.049 1.053 1.058
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February '977 TABLE 4-6

- I] LABOR INTENSITIES MASSACHUSETTS, RELATIVEIN TO THE U.S.

I
I~

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Manufacturing

,

I Ourable~

Ordnance (19) 1097 1094 1091 1087 1084 '081

L Lumber (24) 10'6 1023 '032 '04' '05 , '061

I
Furniture (25) '003 1002 1000 999 997 995
Stone, Clay, etc. (32) 958 959 961 963 965 967
Primary Metals (33) 1109 1115 112 , 1128 1134 1141

Fabricated Metals (34) 1067 1065 1065 1065 '064 1064
~

I' Non-elec. Machin. (35) '038 10~0 10~3 10~5 10~8 '051
Elee. Equipment (36) 1040 '039 1037 1036 '035 103~

Transport. Equip. (37)

- I Motor Vehicles (311) 1025 1030 1033 1036 1038 1041
Exc. Hot. Veh. (310) 102~ '028 1031 103~ 1037 '039

Instruments (38) 1021 1012 1003 995 987 979

. I Nondurables
Food {20} 1017 101~ 1011 1008 1006 1003
Textiles (22) 959 958 958 958 959 959

•

~I
Apparel (23) 982 980 978 976 97~ 972
Paper (26) 1068 1070 1072 107~ 1077 1079
Printing (21) '033 1032 1031 1029 1028 1027

I
Chemicals (28) 1023 1026 1029 103' 1034 '037
Rubber (30) 1036 103A 1030 1027 '023 '020
Leather (31) 979 980 982 983 985 986
Other Nondurables (39) '006 1007 '007 1007 1007 1008

I
Nonmanufacturlng

Contract Construction 979 980 982 98A 986 988
Transport & Utilities 1059 1062 1063 1065 1066 1068

IlJ
Wholesale & Retail Trade '030 1031 1031 '03' '031 1032
Finance, Insurance, etc. 1024 1023 1022 1021 1020 '019
Services & Miscellaneous 1022 1017 1010 'OO~ 998 992

II
,I
I I
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[

I
EMPLOYMENT IN MASSACHUSETTSLOCAL [

I
l1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

IManufacturing

Ourables L
IOrdnance ( 19) 2.4 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.8

Lumber (214) 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6 lFurniture (25) 2.9 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6
Stone, Clay. etc. (32) 5.8 5.7 5.8 5.9 6.0 IPrimary Metals (33) 7.0 7.2 7.6 8.0 8.4

lFabricated Metals (314) 10.2 10.3 10.7 11.0 11.14
Non-elec. Machin. <35 ) 14.9 15.4 16.5 17 .6 18.7 IElec. Equipment <36 ) 7.1 7.4 7.8 8.2 8.6
Transport. Equip. (37)

Motor Vehicles (371) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

IExc. Mot. Veh. (370) 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8
Instruments (38) 3.8 3.9 4. 1 4.3 4.5

Nondurables IFood (20 ) 17.4 17 .5 17.7 17.9 18.0
Textiles (22) 10.2 10.2 10.4 10.6 10.8
Apparel (23) 12.3 12.1 12.2 12.5 12.7
Paper (26) 14.7 15. 1 15.5 15.9 16.3
Printing (27) 18.8 19. 1 19.5 20.0 20.4

~Chemicals (28) 6.6 6.6 6.9 7.2 7.4
Rubber (30) 10.6 11.5 12.1 12.5 12.9
Leather (31) 5.2 5. 1 5.2 5.4 5.5
Other Nondura~les <39 ) 6.9 7. 1 7.5 7.8 8. 1

Nonmanufacturing
Contract Construction 64.6 67.3 70.6 72.6 74.9
Transport & Utilities 95.0 96.3 97.8 99.5 100.8
Wholesale & Retail Trade 479.4 490.7 505.2 519.7 530.6
Finance, Insurance, etc. 122.4 126.3 130.3 135.9 140.8
Services & Miscellaneous 399.3 407.9 415.8 426.1 433.9

11

I.
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TABLE 4-9

MASSACHUSETTS' SHARE OF EMPLOYMENT, IN PER CENT

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Manufacturing 3.15 3.09 3.07 3.13 3.18 3.21

Durable5 2.99 2.91 2.90 2.96 3.01 3.05
Ordnance ( 19) 11. 99 12. 12 12.21 12.~6 12 .6~ 12.71
LUlDber (24) 0.65 0.63 0.67 0.71 0.75 0.78
Furniture (25) 1.89 1.73 1.73 1. 7~ 1.75 1.75
Stone, Clay. etc. (32) 1.92 1.88 1.88 1. 91 1. 93 1. 9~
Primary Metal~ (33) 1.52 1.53 1.58 1.6~ 1.69 1.73
Fabricated Metal~ <3~ ) 2.99 2 .9~ 2.98 3.02 3.05 3.08
Non-elec. Machin. <35 ) 3.61 3.65 3.73 3.8~ 3.9~ ~.01

Elee. Equipment (36) ~.79 ~.56 ~.31 ~.37 4.42 ~.~5

Transport. Equip. (37) 1. 1~ 1. 10 1. 12 1. 15 1. 18 1. 18
Instruments (38) 8.03 7.97 7.82 7.70 7.66 7.58

Nondurables 3.36 3.33 3.32 3.38 3.~2 3.~5

Food (20) 1.75 1.72 1.69 1.69 1.68 1.68
Textiles (22) 2.85 2.85 2.87 2.93 2.99 3.02
Apparel (23) 3.30 3.22 3.22 3.2~ 3.26 3.27
Paper (26) ~.30 ~.21 ~.23 ~.32 ~.~O ~.~6

Printing (21) 3.8~ 3.82 3.68 3.71 3.73 3.72
Chemicah (28) 1.85 1.88 1.90 1. 95 1.99 2.01
Rubber (30 ) ~.96 4.82 ~.66 ~.65 ~.6~ ~.62

Leather (31) 8.00 7.81 7.90 8.06 8.22 8.3~

Other Nondurables <39 ) 6.06 6.10 6.21 6.30 6.38 6.~2

Nonmanufacturtng 2.89 2.87 2.8~ 2.82 2.82 2.80
Contract Cor.structlon 2.23 2.10 2.09 2.14 2.21 2.28
Transport & Utilities 2.53 2.50 2.~7 2 .~7 2 .~8 2.~9

Wholesale & Retail Trade 3.01 2.99 2.97 2.96 2.97 2.96
Finance, Insurance I etc. 3.19 3.10 3.07 3.06 3.06 3.05
Services & Miscellaneous 3.53 3.55 3.50 3.~6 3.~2 3.37
Government 2.~7 2.~2 2 .~O 2.36 2.3~ 2.32

Federal 2.10 2.08 2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03
State &Local 2.55 2.50 2. ~8 2 .~~ 2.~1 2.39

Nonag. Wage • Sal. Employ.- 2.95 2.92 2.90 2.90 2.90 2.90

-EMPLOYMENT REVIEW concept.
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TABLE 4-10

J WAGES AND SALARIES IN MASSACHUSETTS

1915 1916 1911 1918 1919 1980

Manufacturlng--Avg. Hourly Earnings

,] Ourables
Ordnance (19) 4.64 5.05 5.55 6.06 6.55 1. 13
Lumber (2~) 3.16 3.91 4.28 4.61 5.05 5.49

] Furni ture (25) 3.94 4.12 4.53 4.95 5.36 5.83
Stone, Clay, etc. (32) 5.29 5.61 6.20 6.11 1.32 1.96

lill
Primary Metals (33) 4.91 5.24 5.10 6.22 6.13 1.32
Fabricated Metals (34) 4.11 4.94 5.36 5.86 6.34 6.89
Non-elec. Hachin. {3S} 5.01 5.19 5.68 6.21 6.11 1.30

II
Elee. Equipment (36) 4.44 4.68 5.16 5.64 6.09 6.63
Transport. Equip. (37) 5.58 6.00 6.61 1.28 1.81 8.56
Instruments (38) 5.01 5.48 5.93 6.48 1.01 1.62

Nondurables
Food (20) 4.64 5.01 5.48 5.99 6.41 1.04
Textiles (22) 3.14 3.96 4.30 4.69 5.08 5.52
Apparel (23) 3.42 3.66 3.91 4.34 4.69 5.10

] Paper (26) 4.44 4.18 5.21 5.69 6.15 6.69
Printing (21) 5.19 5.51 6.06 6.62 1.16 1.18
Chemicals (28) 5.13 5.55 6.08 6.65 1.19 1.82

\ ~
Rubber (30) 4.28 4.60 5.01 5.41 5.92 6.43
Leather (31) 3.46 3.61 3.90 4.26 4.61 5.01
Other Nondurables (39 ) 3.15 4.00 4.32 4.12 5.11 5.55

~ Nonmanufacturlng--Annual Wage &Sal. Disbursement Per Employee

Contract Construction 13 .208 13.314 14 .153 16.116 11.430 18.951

n Transport & Utilities 12.664 14.002 15. 151 16.551 11.900 19.462
Wholesale & Retail Trade 1.116 8.255 9.00 1 9.833 10.634 11 .562
Finance, Insurance, etc. 10.680 11 .542 12.503 13 .659 14.112 16.061

n
Services & Miscellaneous 9.115 9.953 10.931 11.941 12.921 14.049
Government

Federal 11. \64 19.620 20.538 21.565 22.643 23.115
State & Local 9.893 10.622 11.618 12.691 13 .126 14 .924

Agriculture 1.099 1. 118 1. 30 1 1.421 1.531 1. 671

I' \

I I
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CONTROL FORECAST

PERSONAL INCOME IN MASSACHUSETTS
(Mill ions of Dollars at Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rates)

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

INCOME BY PLACE OF WORK

Wage & Sal. Disbursements 22,893 25,22" 28,120 3\.714 35,327 39 I 391
Other Labor Income 1,580 1,702 1,7"5 1,998 2,265 2,558
Proprietors' Income 1,6\9 1,620 1,882 1,989 2,084 2,17"

Total Labor &Propr. Inc. 26,092 28,7"5 31,7"8 35,701 39,676 ",123
Breakdolo'Tl by Industry:

Farm 66 66 73 79 84 91
Manufacturing 7,252 8,134 9,220 10,675 '2,098 13,711

Durables 11,712 5,262 5,985 6,981 7,957 9,078
Nondurables 2,540 2,872 3,235 3,69" II, 141 4,633

Construction 1,260 1,226 1,378 1,565 ',135 1,933
Trade 4,448 ",895 5,395 6,047 6,701 7,406
Finance, Ins .. & R.E. 1,668 1,80 1 1,993 2,2114 2,523 2,833
Transportation &Util. 1,663 1,71\ 1,763 1,953 2,146 2,361
Services &Misc. 5,575 6,348 7,044 7,780 8,523 9,32"
Government 11,140 4,501l 11 ,88' 5,358 5,866 6,"63

Federal 1,100 , ,21 9 1,266 1,310 1, /J73 1,595
State &Local 3,040 3,286 3,615 3,989 4,393 ",868

DERIVATION Or- PERSONAL INCOME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE

Total L&P, Place of Work 26,092 28,745 31,748 35,701 39,676 ",123

Le.s~: Soc. In.sr. Contr. 1,298 1,11 18 1,572 1,837 2,047 2,286
Plus: Residence Adjmt. -187 -198 -208 -220 -232 -244
Plu.s: D1v.,Int., & Rent 5,201 5,759 6,237 6,559 7,060 7,662
Plus: Transfer Payments 5,760 6,184 6,675 7,149 7,750 8,360

State Unempl. Bene fi t.s 799 645 540 54" 543 560
All Other Transfers 4,962 5,539 6,136 6,60" 7,207 7,800

Personal Inc., PI of Res. 35,568 39,073 "2,881 "7,352 52,207 57,616
Less: Fed. Income Tax 3,6"8 4,209 4,1180 5,374 6,226 7,253
Les.s: Ma.ss. Income Tax 1,003 1,381 , ,331 1,542 1,727 1,9111
Less: Other Ma.s.s. Taxes 200 223 243 266 303 338

01spos. P.l. , Pl of Res. 30,717 33,260 36,826 40,170 43,950 ij8,083

Boston CPI, 1967 • 100 160.8 l1il.O 184.3 194.2 204.5 215.9

Real D.P.!., '67 Dollars 19,099 19,118 19,982 20,686 21,486 22,264

Real D.P.l., Per Capita 3.275 3.261 3.388 3.480 3.582 3.680
S Change -0.0 -O.t! ,.9 2.7 2.9 2.7
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- CONTROL FORECAST

n EMPLOYMENT IN MASSACHUSETTS
(Thousands of People, Seasonally Adjusted)

• 77, I 11,2 77'3 77,4 18" 18,2

Manufacturing 583.6 592.5 601.9 608.1 616.1 626.9
As J of U.S. 3.05 3.01 3.08 3.10 3.11 3.12

Durablee 321.0 326.1 332.4 338.4 3~3.3 349.8
Ordnance ( 19) '8.8 19.4 19.1 20.4 20.1 21.2
Lumber (2ij) 4.0 4.1 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.5
Furniture (25) 6.5 6.6 8.' 1.6 6.9 9. I
Stone, Clay, etc. (32 ) 12.1 11.9 12.0 12.2 12.4 12.6
Primary Metals (33) 16.3 19.4 19.8 19.2 19.1 20.6
Fabricated Metals (34) 41.5 42.3 43. 1 43.1 44.0 44.9
Non-elec. Machin. (35 ) 77 .4 19.2 80.2 62.2 83.6 64.9
Elec. Equipment (36) 60.3 80.9 83.1 85.3 66.0 61.1
Transport. Equip. (31 ) 19.6 19.9 20.2 20.1 21.0 21.6
Instruments (38) 40.4 41.1 ~1.3 41.6 42.3 ~2.8

Nondurables 262.6 265.6 269.~ 210.3 212.9 211.1
Food (20 ) 29.1 29.2 29.3 29.~ 29.5 29.6
Textiles (22) 21.~ 21.6 28.0 21.1 21.6 28.6
Apparel (23) 41.0 ~1.1 ~I.~ ~1.1 ~1.9 ~2.2

E
Paper (26) 28.8 29.4 29.9 30.0 30.4 30.1
Printing (27) 40.2 40.5 40.9 ilL 1 41.6 42.0
Chemicals (28) 19.6 19.8 19.9 20.2 20.5 20.9
Rubber (30) 30.4 30.8 31.1 32.1 32.2 32.8
Leather (31) 20.4 20.9 21.0 20.6 21.1 21.6
Other Nondurables (39 ) 25.1 26.3 21.3 21.5 21.9 28.4

I
Nonmanuracturing 1136.3 1148.4 1151.2 1166.4 1776.9 1181.1

Contract Construction 10.3 11.9 13.2 14.5 15.1 15.8

Transport & Utilities 112.3 113. I 113.4 113.1 114.2 114.7

Wholesale & Retail Trade 521.3 530.4 533.4 531.3 542.0 546.8

Finance, Insurance, etc. 136. 1 136.8 131.6 138.4 139.6 1_1. 1

Services & Miscellaneous 525.6 529.4 531.9 534.0 531.1 539.1

Governlllent 364.5 366.9 361.6 368.5 369.0 310.3
Federal 55.9 56.1 56.6 56.9 51.1 51.8
State 84.0 84.1 83.8 63.5 83.3 83.0
l.ocal 224.6 226.1 221.2 228.0 226.6 229.5

Nonsg. Wage & Sal. Employ .• 2319.9 2341.0 2359.0 2315.1 2393.0 2414.6
As S of U.S. 2.89 2.90 2.90 2.90 2.90 2.90

I ";" 1Yt'[.NT REVIEW concept.
Continued

,
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100 TABLE 4-12 (concluded)

77: 1 77: 2 77 :3 77:4 78: 1 78:2

HOMg. Wage & Sal. Employ . • 2319.9 2341.0 2359.0 2375.1 2393.0 2414.6

Plus: All Other Nonag. 152.1 153.3 1511.2 155.2 156.3 157.2

Plus: Agriculture 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6

Total Hass. Jobs 2498.5 2520.8 2539.9 2556.9 2575.9 2598.5

Less: Adjustments" -10.9 -11.0 -11 . 1 -11 .2 -11.3 -11. 3

Total Employment'" 2509.5 2531.9 2551.0 2568. 1 2587.1 2609.8
As J of U.S. 2.83 2.83 2.83 2.83 2.83 2.83

Hass. Population 5882.4 5893.2 5902.0 5914.5 5926.0 5937. 7
As J of U.S. 2.72 2.72 2.72 2.72 2.72 2.72

Mass. Populn. 16 and Over 4331 .4 4345.6 4360.2 4375.6 4391. 1 4406.2

Mass. Employment Rate··.· 57.9 58.3 58.5 58.1 58.9 59.2
Indexed to 1973 99.9 100.5 100.9 101.2 101.6 102.2

U.S. Employment Rate 56.3 56.5 56.7 57.0 57.2 57.3
Hass. Index ReI. To U.S. 95.9 96.0 96.0 96.0 96. 1 96.1

Labor Force 2754.5 2762.7 2776.0 2790.9 2807. 7 2822.4

Participation Rate 63.6 63.6 63.7 63.8 63.9 64. I
U.S. Participation Rate 61.0 61.1 61.2 61.2 61.3 61.4

Number of Unemployed 245.1 230.8 225.0 222.8 220.6 212.6

Unemployment Rate 8.9 8.4 8. 1 8.0 7.9 7.5
U.S. Unemployment Rate 7.8 7.5 7.3 6.9 6.6 6.5

'EMPLOYMENT REVIEW concept.
"AdJustments for double counting and place of residence.

"'MASSACHUSETTS TRENDS concept.
····Total employment divided by the population sixteen and over.
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1.1 TABLE 4-13
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Febru3ry 1977

J11
CONTROL FORECAST

PERSONAL INCOME IN MASSACHUSETTS

] I
(Millions of Dollars at Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rates)

77,1 77,2 77, 3 77 ,4 78" 78,2

]n INCOME BY PLACE OF WORK

Wage &Sal. Disbursements 26,644 27,746 28,591 29,500 30.ill~ 31,232

J11 Other Labor Income 1,665 1,709 1,770 1,837 1.900 1,966
Proprietors' Income 1,838 ',872 1,898 1,921 1,953 1,977

Jm
Total Labor & Propr. Inc. 30,147 31,328 32,259 33,258 34,268 35,174

Breakdown by Industry:

II
Farm 69 73 75 76 77 78
Manufacturing 8,623 9,059 9,427 9,772 10 I 1~2 10,518

Durables 5,580 5,871 6,116 6,374 6,624 6,875
Nondurables 3,043 3,188 3,312 3,398 3,518 3,642

I
Construction 1,292 , .354 1,406 1,459 1,503 1.542
Trade 5,149 5,329 5,1.112 5,631 5,808 5,957
Finance ,Ins. ,& R.E, 1,902 1,968 2,021 2,079 2.146 2,206
Transportation & Uti1. 1,682 1,745 1,789 1,834 1,885 1,925

I"

Services &Misc. 6,740 6,971 7. 1114 7.321 7,5211 7,672
Government 4,689 4,829 1l,9211 5,084 5,183 5,276

Federal 1,238 , ,244 1,257 1,326 1,332 1,352
State & Local 3,451 3,584 3,667 3,758 3,851 3,924

DERIVATION OF PERSONAL INCOME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE

Total L&P, Place of Work 30,147 31 ,328 32,259 33,258 311 ,268 35,174

Less: Soc. Insr. Contr. 1,520 1,557 1,590 1,619 1,757 1,818
Plus: Residence Adjmt. -203 -206 -209 -212 -215 -218
Plus: Div.,Int., & Rent 6,038 6,168 6,309 6,431 6,ilil9 6,536
Plus: Transfer Payments 6,1l51 6,739 6,750 6,762 6,894 7,036

State Unempl. Benefits 553 534 532 540 549 536
All Other Transfers 5,898 6,205 6,218 6,221 6,345 6,500

Personal Inc., PI of Res. 1l0,913 42,il72 43,520 ilil,619 45,639 46,711

Less: Fed. Income Tax 4,1168 3,656 4,796 5,001 5,089 5,238
Less: Mass. Income Tax 1,222 1,284 1,385 1,Il3 1l l,Il80 1,517
Less: Other Mass. Taxes 235 241 246 250 255 263

Dispos. P.1. , PI of Res. 34,987 37,291 37,092 37,935 38,814 39,693

Boston CPI, 1967 ~ 100 180.2 183.0 185.7 188.2 190,6 192.9

Real D.P.1. , '67 Dollars 19,418 20,37 4 19,979 20,155 20,362 20,57 4

Real D.P. I. • Per Capita 3.301 3.457 3.385 3.408 3.436 3,465
:L Change -0.2 20.3 -8. I 2.7 3,4 3,4
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CHAPTER 5

TIlE FORECASTING RECORD OF TIlE JUNE 1975 MASSACHUSETTS

ECONOMETRIC MODEL.

The forecasting record of the June 1975 Massachusetts Econometric Model is

shown on the tables in this chapter. The compilation of a forecasting record at

this time 1s difficult due to the absence of revised data. To circumvent this

problem we use our current estimates of the revised data in the final column for

comparison. In the last three quarters of 1976 our estimate of total non-agri-

cultural wage and salnry employment and the non-manufacturing employment is higher

than the reported values (790 series) by 22. 25. and 27 thousand in the 2
nd

, 3
rd

,

thand 4 quarters respectively. These increases were made in anticipation of

revisions that we feel will be made in light of the newest data on the covered

employment (202 series) and the household survey series (CPS).

Since many series are peridocally revised substantially we have adjusted

all of our forecasts variables except for the rate of inflation and the unemploy-

ment rate for data revisions. We have done this by multiplying one plus the

percentage change that we predicted times the revised value of the last data

point (as it is now reported). In other words we have applied our predicted

changes to the last observed revised data point.

All of the forecasts for total employment for the fourth quarter of 1976 are

within one percent of our current estimate of that value. This achievement in

forecast accuracy is diminished somewhat by the fact that the June 1975 value

was achieved partially because of offsetting errors in the manufacturing and non-

manufacturing predictions. The personal income predictions for the fourth quarter

of 1976 are all within one and one half percent of the current estimate for that

value. The real percapita prediction errors range between t~o and one half and
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one percent for the fourth quarter of 1976. The model forecasts of the unemploy

ment rate have turned out to be a much better predictor of the revised rate than

the preliminary estimates made using the federally mandated formulas and the cur

rent observed data. The inflation rate predictions are close to the actual on the

basis of the annual average but have not captured the extremely erratic behavior

in the reported series on a quarterly basis.

The Massachusetts model July 1975 tax forecast for Fiscal 176 state tax

revenues was $2,339 million. Taxes were increased by enough to raise revenues

by $423 million according to official estimates. This $423 plus the model fore

cast is $2,762 million. This compares with a realized value of $2,610 million.

The January 1976 and the June 1976 forecasts of Fiscal 1976 revenues are given on

a table below. The phenomenal accuracy of the total forecast is due to some ex

tent to offsetting errors in some of the components.

I I
I I



104 TABLE 5-1

Comparison of Predicted

and Current

Estimates of Actual Values.

July , 75 Jan. '76 June '76 Feb.
,

Quarter
Forecast Forecast Forecast Estima

74,4 2344

75,1 2317 2297

75,2 2344 2257

Total Non-Agricultural 75,3 2315 2260

Wage and Salary 75,4 2320 2279 2276
1- 76,1 2325 2279 2301Employment

76,2 2340 2292 2318 2305

76,3 2335 2318 2337 2310

76,4 2344 2328 2345 2324

74,4 617

75,1 589 589

75,2 577 574

Manufacturing
75,3 571 568

1- 75,4 565 577 579
Employment

76,1 564 575 583

76,2 565 578 594 586

76,3 565 580 591 583

76,4 567 582 591 590

1. The values predicted by the model are adjusted for data revision of the
values in the quarter prior to the forecast. The revised forecast values
are calculated by multiplying 1 plus the forecast change times the re
vised historical value in the period prior to the forecast. The values
reported for the rate of inflation and the unemployment rate are not
adjusted.



Table 5-1

1727

1708

1683

1693

1698

1718

1719

1727

1734

3257

3203

3336

3262

3299

3235

32 1.9

3287

3303

33840

34360

35030

35920

36970

37950

38500

39530

40320

Feb. '77
Estimates

1725

1748

1755

3317

3339

3377

3375

June '76
Forecast

1709

1712

1724

1750

1760

3278

3247

3268

3340

3357

36793

37473

38414

39708

40626

Jan. '76
Forecast

1728

1769

1745

1758

1766

1783

1778

1787

34607

35794

36193

36840

37475

38310

38908

39664

3217

3365

3265

3278

3297

3310

3305

3332

July '75
Forecast

Comparison of Predicted

and Current

Estimates of Actual Values. (continued)

74,4

75,1

75,2

75,3

75,4

76,1

76,2

76,3

76,4

74,4

75,1

75,2

75,3

75,4

76,1

76,2

76,3

76,4

Quarter

Non-Manufacturing

1
1.

Emp oyment

105

Per Capita Dispos- 75:3

able Income (67$'s)1. 75:4

76,1

76,2

76,3

76,4

Personal Income

(Millions $1 5 )1.

I I
I I

1. The values predicted by the model are adjusted for data revision of the
values in the quarter prior to the forecast. The revised forecast values
are calculated by multiplying 1 plus the forecast change times the re
vised historical value in the period prior to the forecast. The values
reported for the rate of inflation and the unemployment rate are not
Arl~,,~~..rl.
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Table 5-1

Comparison of Predicted

and Current

Estimates of Actual Values. (conclusion)

Quarter July '75 Jan. '76 June '76 Feb. ' )

Forecast Forecast Forecast Estimat

75:1 10.3 9.9 10.0

75:2 10.3 11.3 11.5

75:3 9.9 10.5 11.7

Unemployment 75:4 10.1 10.1 11. 4

Rate % 76:1 9.3 10.3 9.9 10.7

76:2 9.8 9.7 8.7 9.8

76:3 9.4 9.1 8.5 9.1

76:4 9.2 9.4 8.7 8.5

75:1 10.1 9.2

75:2 8.6 6.8

75:3 7.9 10.4

Rate of Price 75:4 6.3 7.0 4.5

Inflation (Boston CPI) 76:1 6.2 5.7 4.3 18.4

76:2 5.9 6.8 5.7 1.4

76:3 5.8 6.7 5.8 6.2

76:4 5.8 6.3 5.6 1.8
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F, Table 5-2

Comparison Of Predicted And Actual Valul!.s

ro
For January 1976 ,\nd June 1976 Forecast Of

TaXl!.8 By. The Massachusetts Econometric Hodel

Prediction Prediction Actual
Jan. 1976 %Error June 1976 % Error Values

Alcoholic Bev. 79 2.5 77 77

Banks 45 18.4 43 13.1 38

Commerctal 18 38.5 18 38.5 13

Saving 27 8.0 25 25

Cigarettes 142 2.9 1110 1.4 138

Corporations 282 4.1 280 3.3 271

Deeds 8 14.3 7 7

Income 1,213 -.2 1.185 -2:5 1,216

Withholding 1.010 -.3 989 -2.3 1,013

Estimates 191 2.1 182 -2.7 187

Return 11 -26.0 14 -6.6 15

Inherit &
Estate 59 59 59

I
Insurance 80 -16.2 93 93

Heals 118 -5.6 123 -1.6 125

Hotor Fuel 207 -.5 220 6.8 206

Public Utilities 5 -70.6 15 -11.8 17

Room Occupancy 11 10 9.1 11

Sales 366 5.1 354 1.7 348

Miacellaneous 4 20.0 5 5

Total Taxes 2,618 .3 2,610 .0 2,609
(Corp. i. Taxes)

I
I
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CHAPTER 6

A SAMPLE ALTERNATIVE POLICY SIMULATION

In order to illustrate how the Massachusetts Economic Policy Analysis (MEPA)

model can be used to test proposed government policies we are presenting a sample

policy simulation starting on the following page.

Once a control forecast has been made it Is a relatively simple task to per

form an alternative policy simulation. In the case illustrated below only three

changes were made from the control to the alternative forecast. Two investment

series were increased by adding a direct change to the respective investment equa

tions and employment in the electrical industry was increased by making a direct

addition to the employment equation for the electrical equipment industry. The

on line computer time required to run an alternative simulation such as the one

shown and to print out the comparison tables is less than one hour.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS ECONOMIC POLICY ANALYSIS MODEL

Economics Department, University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003 (Tel. 413-545-0915)

POLICY SIMULATION SERIES: Number 1

DATE: February 18th , 1977

QUESTION: What effects would a program that directly increased
investment in the Massachusetts electrical equipment
industry by a net amount of fifteen million dollars
per year have on the ~~ssachusetts economy?

ANSWERED BY: George Treyz and Roy Williams

AS SUMPTIONS :

1) A program would be devised that would increase investment in the Massa-

chuaetts electrical equipment industry by $15 million per year. (Since any

program would undoubtedly lead to financing some investment that would have taken

place anyway and reducing investment by competing ¥~s8achusetts firms, the gross

program would have to be larger than the net investment increases - e.g. if 25%

of the program goes to investments that would have taken place in any case the

program would have to be for $20 million; 50% leakage or competitive replacement

would require a $30 million programj etc.)

2) The extra net investment of $15 million per year would start in the

first quarter of 1977 and continue at that level through 1980. Of the $15 million

investment each year $3.7 million would be used for the construction of oon-

residential structures and $11.3 million would be used to purchase equipment.

3) One year after the new investment had started one new job would be created

in the electrical equipment industry for each $20,000 of new capital stock.

4) No state expenditures or state tax rates would be affected by the direct
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and indirect effects of the program except for state transfer payments. (ThUB, on

the one hand we have left out the direct costs to the state of the program. On~the

other hand, we have also left out the changes in state spending and state tax rates

that might result 8S new state revenues and new state needs develop 1n response to

the indirect effects of the program.)

RESULTS: The attached tables show the Det effects that would result from a pro-

gram based on the above assumptions. These tables show the difference between a

forecast based on thie program and the control forecast for the Massachusetts economy.

1) First Year (1977)

Employment - 452 new jobs would be created by the direct and indirect

effects of the programs. About one-hundred jobs would be generated in the

non-electrical equipment industry because 33 percent of the non-electrical

equipment purchased in Massachusetts is produced in Massachusetts - About

sixty contrsct construction workers would be required to build the $3.7

million in new plant.

UnemplOyment - The improvement in labor market conditions would lead

to an increase of 247 people in the labor force. Some of this increase

would come from discouraged workers who would now enter the labor force

and some would come from the 132 people over 16 who would either migrate

to Massachusetts for the new jobs or who would decide not to emigrate fram

Massachusetts. Due to the increase in the labor force the net reduction

in the number of unemployed people would be only 238 people or about fifty

percent of the increase in employment.

Wages and Prices - Wages would increase by two thousandths of one

percent due to the slightly improved labor market conditions. The Boston

Consumer Price Index would increase slightly due to the wage increase and

because the demand for local government services would increase somewhat
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faster than the capital stock and thus increase the rate of local property

taxes.

Incomes and Taxes - Personal income would increase in re8pOnS~ to

more employment and higher wages. The net increase in Massachusetts in

come taxes would be $310 thousand dollars.

2) Fourth Year (1980)

Employment - To analyze the 4,454 jobs that would be created by 1980

by the program we might first subtract the 452 jobs associated with the

direct $15 millioD of investment. This would leave about four thousand

jobs generated by the direct and indirect effects of the new employment

in the electrical equipment industry. About ODe half of these jobs would

come from the direct effect of the ~69 jobs that would be directly created

in the electrical equipment industry and the rest would be the result of

indirect economic effects. The slightly higher wage costs in Massachusetts

that would he indirectly caused by the program would slightly reduce Massa

chusetts employment as they worked through the system. For example. three

jobs would be lost by 1980 in ordnance a8 higher labor costa led to substi

tuting less labor intensive equipment or locating production outside of

Massachusetts.

unemplOyment - The unemployment rate is reduced from 6.30 percent in

the control forecast to 6.23 percent in the forecsst that is conditionsl

on the investment program.

Wages and Prices - Wages would be up by .066 percent. These higher

wages would account for about thirty percent of the increase in personal

income under this program. Prices would be up .027 percent due to the

higher property taxes and higher wages.

Incomes and Taxes - Despite increases in population and prices real

per capita income would be increased by the program by almost one tenth
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of one percent. Massachusetts income taxes would be increased by almost

four and one half million dollars.

3) Later Years

A longer simulation would be required to fully evaluate the long range

effects of the program. In such a simulation explicit assumptions would

have to be made a~Gut Dew state spending in response to changes caused by

the program and explicit assumptions would have to be made ahout the dis

position of tax revenues (assuming that they are in excess of the new state

.pending and the costs o~ the program), In the abaenee of tax cuts in th~

longer simulation some of the initial employment advantages of the program

would be lost as transitory induced investment was reduced Bnd as business

decision makers responded to the slightly higher lahor costs when making

business lccation decisions and when making decisions about the labor in

tensity of production.

SUMMARY: If a way could be found to increase investment in the electrical

equipment industry by a net amount of $15 million per year without dis

placing current Massachusetts workers by creating competing production.

this program would add about four and one half thousand jobs to the state

economy by its fourth year of operation. By the fourth year this program

would also increase real per capita incomes by about one-tenth of one per

cent and would decrease the unemployment rate by about seven one-hundredths

of one percentage point. Furthermore it would increase state income tax

revenue by about four and one half million dollars per year.



THE EFFECTS OF A PROGRAM THAT DIRECTLY INCREASES INVESTMENT IN THE
ELEC. EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY BY A NET AMOUNT OF $15 MILLION PER YEAR

SUMMARY TABLE
MASSACHUSETTS ECONOMIC POLICY ANALYSIS MODEL

(Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rates)

0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002
0.002 0.011 0.033 0.066

113

1980

4.454
0.114

2.261
0.330

2.193
0.111

1919

3.005
0.120

1.505
0.229

1.500
0.082

1918

I .415
0.058

0.671
O. lOB

0.138
0.041

Table 6-1

1971

0.452
0.019

0.155
0.026

0.298
0.017

-0.009 -0.028 -0.051 -0.010
-0.112 -0.312 -0.155 -1.115

February 18, 1977

Employment--Nonag. W. &S.
J OIIT

Unemployment Rate
J DIIT

Manufact urlng
J OIFF

Non-Manufacturing
J DIFF

Fixed Weight Wage Index
J DIFF

[ I
[ I
:1
[ 1

Boston C.P.I.
J OIIT

0.001
0.001

O.OOB 0.025 0.058
0.004 0.012 0.021

Personal Income (mil$)
J DIFF

5.895
0.014

20.428
0.043

49.863
0.096

81.503
0.152

0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003
0.010 0.029 0.060 0.091

0.005 0.015 0.030
0.005 0.015 0.031

11 .543
0.149

41.010
0.093

1.056 2.560
0.06B 0.148

16.935
0.042

4.936
0.013

0.310
0.023

0.001
0.001

Real Per Cap. Dlsp. Inc.
J DIFF

ReI. Business Cost Index
J DIIT

Disposable Income (mil$)
J DIFF

Hass. Income Tax
J DIFF

Non-Resid. Construction
J OIFF

0.004
0.513

0.006 0.010
0.551 0.121

0.014
0.833

Mfg. Plant & Equip. Invt.
J DIFF

0.015 0.016
1.416 1.326

O.OlB
1.295

0.021
1.265



THE EFFECTS OF A PROCRAM THAT DIRECTLY INCREASES INVESTMENT IN THE
ELEC. EQUIPHENT INDUSTRY BY A NET AMOUNT OF $15 MILLION PER YEAR

114•
February 18, 1911 Table 6-2

EHPLOYHENT IN MASSACHUSETTS
(Thousands of People, Seasonally Adjusted)

1977 1978 1979 1980

Hanufacturlng--Total 0.155 0.677 1.505 2.261

Durables--Total 0.140 0.633 1.422 2.167
Ordnance ( 19) 0.000 0.000 -0.000 -0.003
Lumber (24) 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002
Furniture (25) 0.003 0.005 0.009 0.012
Stone, Clay, etc. <32 ) 0.003 0.008 0.015 0.020
Primary Metals (33) 0.003 0.009 0.018 0.024
Fabricated Metals (34) 0.009 0.015 0.025 0.030
Non-elec. Machin. (35) 0.103 0.107 0.119 0.122
Elec. Equipment (36) 0.015 0.483 1.228 1.962
Transport. Equip. <37 ) 0.001 0.001 0.000 -0.003
Instruments (38) 0.003 0.005 0.007 0.003

Nondurables--Total 0.015 0.044 0.083 0.094
Food (20 ) 0.002 0.006 0.013 0.018
Textiles (22) 0.001 0.001 0.002 -0.001
Apparel (23) 0.001 0.004 0.007 0.006
Paper (26) 0.002 0.008 0.016 0.020
Printing (21) 0.003 0.007 0.013 0.014
Che_teals (28) 0.001 0.003 0.006 0.006
Rubber (30) 0.002 0.009 0.019 0.026
Leather (31) 0.001 0.001 0.002 -0.000
Other Nondurables (39) 0.002 0.004 0.007 0.006

Nonllanutacturlng--Total 0.298 0.738 1.500 2.193

Contract Construction 0.062 0.088 0.146 0.199

Transport & Utilities 0.018 0.049 0.102 0.149

Wholesale & Retail Trade O. 111 0.280 0.575 0.847

finance. Insurance, etc. 0.022 0.062 0.133 0.200

Services & Miscellaneous 0.068 0.205 0.429 0.619

Government--Total 0.017 0.053 0.116 0.179
Federal NA NA NA NA
State -0.001 -0.002 -0.005 -0.007
Local 0.018 0.055 0.120 0.186

Nonag. Wage &Sal. Employ.- 0.452 1.415 3.005 4.454

'EMPLOYMENT REVIEW concept

(continued)



February 18. 1977 Table 6-2 (concluded) 115

~ 1977 1918 1919 1980

~
Nonag. Wage & Sal. Employ.· 0.452 1. 415 3.005 4.454

Plus: All Other Nonag. 0.032 0.018 0.151 0.221

Plus: Agriculture N' N' N' N'

Total Hass. Jobs 0.485 1. 493 3.162 4.681

Less: Adjustments·· N' N' N' N'

Total Employment·" 0.485 1.493 3.162 4.681

Hass. Population 0.118 0.543 1.225 1.845

Hass. Population over 16 0.132 0.403 0.914 1. 381

Hass. EBployment Rate···· 0.009 0.028 0.058 0.085
Indexed to Fiscal 1913 0.016 0.049 0.101 0.141

Hass. Index Re!. to U.S. 0.016 0.041 0.096 0.138

I..abor Force 0.241 0.151 1.801 2.181

Participation Rate 0.004 0.011 0.021 0.042

Number or Unemployed -0.238 -0.136 -1.361 -1.894

Unemployment Rate -0.009 -0.028 -0.051 -0.010

·EHPI..OYHENT REVIEW concept
··Adjustments ror double counting and place of residence.

···MASSACHUSETTS TRENDS concept
••••Total employment divided by the population over 16
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